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This study attempts to set up data bases for securities
analysis so that the necessary data for investment analysis are
easily accessible and in usable form, especially for students
at the Lingnan Institute of rusiness Administration.
The data bases currently used in the United States and
the data available in Hong Kong are studied to determine the
type of data that should be and can be included in the proposed
data bases. in light of the desired contents of the proposed
data bases, the various requirements for implementation are
estimated. Finally a guideline for the various steps in the
setting up of the necessary data bases is recommended.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
For the past few years, the Tong Kong stock narket has
been a popular topic for the research papers among the students
at the Lingnan Institute of Business Administration of the Chi-
nese University of Hong Kong. Every year there were some
research papers which were in one way or the other related to
the stock market.1 There was an ample supply of data in this
field, but the data were not centralized. Usually, the students
working in this field had to visit a number of places for the
data they required. In most cases, the data were not presented
in the form as required, so that much time and effort were needed
to extract the relevant data.
A similar situation is observed among investment ana-
lysts. Whenever they want to make any investment analysis,
they have to search the data sources and extract the relevant
data from primary source data before the analysis can cormence.
This involves a lot of effort, so that not only the cost of the
information is increased but also the analyses may be super-
ficial or obsolete.
On the other hand, there are many secondary source or-
ganizations in the United States that provide organized data
for securities analysis to investors. by storing the relevant
1There were one research paper in 1972, one in 1973,
and four in 1974.
2on a magnetic tape, many commercial organizations are able to
quickly supply their clients financial data. Very often com-
puter programs are also provided to make analyses as required.
Despite the fact that the investors have to pay for the infor-
mation, these services are widely employed. The development
in this field in the United States, together with the growing
interest in the stock market among the students at The Lingnan
Institute and the public in Hong Kong after the stock market
boom in 1971 and 1912, make the setting up of data bases for
investment analysis worth considering
1.1 Definition
Before proceeding any further, it is desirable at this
stage to define some terms used in this paper to gain an insigh
into the scope of this study. Two terms are included: data
base and investment analysis.
The definition of the term data base differs from
person to person there is simply not a single accepted defi-
nition for this term (18, p.vii). To point out the important
features, data base may be defined as a foundation consisting
of data upon which required information will .be extracted. It
should be clarified at this point the distinction between data
and information. Data is defined as things certainly known,
from which conclusions may be drawn (15, p.249). Data, usually
numbers, form the raw material of an an lysis process. Infor-
mation is defined as news or knowledge given (15, p. 506) and
it is the output of an analysis process. Here, the data base
is used to build up information for investment analysis, the
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scope of which is defined in the next paragraph. One further
feature has been arbitrarily added--the use of computer storage
medium as a Means of keeping the data.
Prime (21, p.1) defined investment as the productive
employment of capital. Thus it may involve putting money into
banks or buying common stocks, real estate, paintings or other
things. However, to most individuals investment means buying
common stocks (11, p.4) and this definition is adopted in this
research paper. Investment analysis is then defined as the
detailed study of the characteristics, quality, prospects, and
value of a particular stock (10, p.273).
1.2 Purim s of the Study
This study is undertaken with the following three purposes:
1. Through a comparative study of the financial information
service industry in Hong Kong and in the United States,
an insight into the feasibility of computerized infor-
mation services in Hong Kong is hopeful.
2. Assuming the feasibility, this study serves an initial
step for setting up the necessary financial data bases
to implement an investment information service in Hong
Kong. Recommendations are put forward for subsequent
efforts.
3. The third purpose is to provide a guide to information
sources in Hong Kong for those who have to search for
financial data for whatsoever purposes, in particular
the students at the Lingnan Institute.
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1.3 Scope of Study
The study con be divided into two parts. The first
part is a brief study of the investment information services
in the United States. The study concentrates hopefully on the
contents of the data bases available to clients. This serves
as the basis for the second part, which is a study of Hong
Kong's situation.
The part on Hong Kong, which is the main concern of
the study, begins with a survey of the present situation. The
survey identifies the various types of financial data now avail-
able and the organizations that provide the data. Based on a
knowledge of the financial data base systems used in the United
States and knowledge of financial analysis, recommednations are
made as to what financial data should be included in comparable
data bases for Hong Kong. Finally, steps in setting up such
data bases are studied and recommednations are made in this
respect.
1.4 Methodology and its Limitations
The tools employed in the study of the investment
information services in the United States were books, periodi-
cals and enquiry letters. Among the three, books and periodi-
cals were of little help. The information provided by these
media were either out-of-date, too general to be helpful, or
too specialized in other aspects that they could hardly fufill
the purpose of the survey, which is to provide an insight in
the formulation of the desired data bases.
Compared with these two, enquiry letters were much
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more helpful. However, serious limitations arose from limited
knowledge about the industry, which led to letters being sent
to a limited number of companies. The survey was also seriously
limited by the time that was available for sending and receiving
mail.
Letters were sent to four companies in the United
States during the period from October to December, 1974.Of
the three that replied, one cornoany was found to be irrelevant
to the survey, so only two replies were found to be useful.
The replies from the two companies, library research, and some
material provided by the Visiting Lecturer at the Lingnan Inst-
itute, Mr. Jerome J. Day, Jr., supply the material for the
Chapter 2.0.
In the survey to djentify data sources in Hong Kong, it
was found that there were neither books nor periodicals on the
subject and that interviewing and enquiry letters were the
only methods. When choosing the method to be employed in this
survey, the following three points were considered:
1. The information supplied by the various sources may
differ in nature and this introduces a great difficulty
in setting up standard questions for all sources.
2. The questions are exploratory in nature.
3. The questions are quite lengthy and numerous.
Thus, it was decided to employ unstructured personal inter-
viewing for the survey to reduce nonresponse arising from
lengthy questionaires and to permit enough flexibility in
order to achieve the desired degree of details.
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There are quite a number of organizations in Hong Kong
that provide investment information. However, many of them
are quite similar and it is not worthwhile to interview all
of them. On the other hand, there are just a few that are
known to small investors and that are important suppliers of
data. These well-known organizations comprised part of the
interview sample. The final sample chosen consisted of two
stock exchanges, one bank, one local stockbroker, one overseas
stockbroker and one daily financial publication.
There are limitations to unstructured personal inter-
viewing. The main limitations -ooie from the ambiguity in
questions or answers, errors in recording, errors from biases
induced by either interviewer or interviewee. However, the
effect of the most important limiting factor, the cost factor,
is negligible because of the small sample. `therefore, personal
interviewing with unstructured questions were decided upon
for the survey despite the limitations.
The interviews were conducted during the period from.
December 4 to December 19, 1974. The interviews were found
to be extremely helpful they provided most of the material
for Chapter 3.0. The interviewees' comments on such aspects
as company and period coverage.were hepful in the writing-up
of Chapter 5.0.
72.0 INVESTMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES
In the United States, probably no other industry or
type of business is as abundantly supplied with trade liter-
ature and reference material as the security business (9,
p. 254). The supply of information available to investors
in the United States is not only ample but also of great
variety. Information about specific corporations and specific
securities as well as about general economic, market behavior
and specific industries is available. Both uncolored facts
and analytical reports with recommendations are available.
An understanding of the information services in the United
States will provide an insight to the formulation of the
desired data bases, and this is the aim of Chaptr 2.0.
2. 1 A Brief Survey of U. S. Investment
Information Services
In the United States, investors in securities have
access to information form a great variety of sources. For
purposes of discussion, these sources are classified into six
groups (9, p. 255-266).
Published Investment Services
Within this sector, Standard Poor's Corporation and
I oody's Investor Services are the most prominent sources.
Standard Poor's Corporation offers sixteen major financial
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reporting services and several minor ones. These publications
cover records of over 6,000 corporations, stock reports, charts,
directories, and other information related to stocks, bonds,
government securities, and international stock markets (22).
Moody's Investor Services offer seven financial report series
covering various aspects of information on common stocks and
bonds.
Publicz tions provided by other companies, such as value
Line investment Survey, are too numerous to mention.
Newspaper and Periodicals
many metropolitan daily newspapers include financial
sections which cover quotations from various stock exchanges
and unlisted markets, company reports, market reports, and
editorial syndicated commentaries. The Wall Street Journal
is the iiost outstanding one among the daily financial newspapers.
Among the periodicals, Commercial and Financial Chronicle,
Barron's, Financial World, riagazine of Wall Street, .Forbes and
Money Manager are the most prominent. These, and also many
others not mentioned, cover more or less the similar type of
information.
Broker's and Dealer's Literature
In the united States, many securities firms offer their
customers analytical work and advice to enhance the prestige
of their companies. The information covers either specific
analyses, statistical comparison or studies on industry or
market conditions. Investors are able to have access to much
of this type of information easily and in many cases free
9of charge.
Personalized Investment Service
Personalized investment advice is made available to
individual investors by brokers, investment service organizationE
investment counselors, banks and accountants or attorneys. The
type of service available varies from case to case it ranges
from single advice to management supervision of an individual's
portfolio.
Specialized Sources
The specialized sources are too wide and too numerous
to be generalized. The trade journals, trade associations and
research organization reports, and in particular, government
sources all belong to this class. The information covered is
usually specific and needs further analyses in order to be
useful as investment information.
Annual Reports and Prospectus
Although much of the material in the annual reports
and prospectus is analysed and included in the previously
mentioned information sources, there is still a significant
portion left out. Careful study is able to uncover more infor-
mation, and the reports and prospectus form another source of
information.
The information provided by the various sources falls
readily into two classifications: that of uncolored facts
leaving interpretation to investors and that of analysed
reports with recommendation. The following discussion in
this survey is limited to that of uncolored type of information,
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because the data bases to be formulated in this research paper
is aimed at serving a basis of analysis, and this survey serves
as a guide to the formulation of such data bases. The scope
is further limited to data that can be readily computerized
as the desired date bases will be computerized.
2.2 A Survey of Conuterized Investment
Information Services
There are quite a number of organizations, including
both business and academic, that create and maintain compute-
rized data bases. Owing to the limited time and effort, this
survey is confined to the data bases provided by two business
organizations and one academic organization, as follows.
Investors Management Sciences Incorporation
The Investors Management Sciences Incorporation is
involved in the production of a full line of computer generated
research products. All of these products are generated form
its data bases. Their Compustat service is the service enab-
ling access to the data bases via magnetic tape and time sharing
(16, p. 1 of Section 3),
The Compustat service consists of a number of computer
readable libraries of financial, statistical and market infor-
mation. The service covers the largest and most significant
New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange and Regional
Exchange companies as well as Canadian companies. There are
altogether 3,950 industrial companies, 100 utilities and 100
banks.
The type of data provided by this service mainly
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belongs to the company data. The service includes sixty annual
income statement and balance sheet data items for twenty years
and forty quarterly data for twenty quarters. A list of the
data items included is attached as Appendix Al. Certain parti-
culars of the companies are also included with the data items
and a list of those particulars included is attached as Appendix
A2.
Value Line Investment Survey
Value Line Investment Survey is actually the name of a
publication by Arnold Bernhard Co., Inc. However, this company
has now extended its service to include computer-based services
(3, back page).. Basicplly, the company -provides contract re-
search based on its own data bases. Among the data bases, two
are particularly relevant. They are Analytical Data Base and
Fundac.
The Analytical Data Base is a comprehensive data file
of annual and quarterly financial results, common stock infor-
mation and forecasts. The file covers 1, 300 major industrial,
transportation, retail, and utility companies. The period
covered is twenty years for annual data and eleven years for
quarterly data. A detailed list of the annual data items ap-
pears in Appendix B1.
The Fundac is a complete data base of historic annual
corporate income, balance sheet, financial ratios, and sources
and aptlication of funds information. This data base covers
the information of 1,300 major industrial, retail, transportation,
and utility companies for six years. A list of all the included
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data items appears in Appendix B2.
Univeris y of Pennsylvania
Computer Center
This comDuter center is noted as simply an example of
the sort of data that is made available in Universities. The
University of Pennsylvania makes available a tape called the
Chicagotap (13). This tape contains mainly month-and prices of
New York Stock Exchange Stocks. The tape is designed in such
a way that it may be used in conjunction with the Compustat
tape.
The data in the tape cover the period from 1926 through
1968. Other data, besides the prices, include information on
dividends, missing data, changes in industrial codes as well as
in names of the stocks during the :period, and also their relative
prices. A list of all the data items included is included in
Appendix C.
The tape also includes a market index, which is the
Fisher Index. This index is treated as a company with number
zero in the company identification number scheme.
2.3 Conclusion
The above mentioned survey items are far from sufficient
to cover the whole survey. However, a more detailed summary
will inevitably involve the technical aspects of the data bases.
Instead of including that in Chapter 2.0, it is reflected in
the proposals put forward in Chapter 4.0.
The usefulness of this survey is found in two aspects.
First, it reveals some techniques in putting data into magnetic
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tapes and in the methods of handling certain specific conditions.
Second, it provides the author with an insight into what should
be included in the data bases.
A study of the detailed list of the contents of the data
bases discussed reveals that the data can be basically divided
into three types: price data, company data, and general economic
and industry data. The author is convinced that all the three
types of data are necessary in order to have data bases for
complete analysis. Consequently, the proposed data base system
consists of three parts, one for stock price, one for company
data, and the other for general economic and industry data.
While the survey is helpful in deciding what types of
data to be included in data bases, it is not so helpful in
deciding the actual contents within each of the three broad
types of data. This is expected. The general economic and
industry data available in Hong Kong are different from those
in the United States, because the economic structure in Hong
Kong is different from that in the United States. The company
data are not of the sale degree of comprehensiveness. This is
because the financial reporting practice of companies in Hong
Kong is different from that in the United States as a result
of either different legal requirements or different pressure
for disclosure of financial data on companies. Another reason
is that the purpose of data bases may be different. For the
same reason, the stock price data may differ in frequency
of collection and other aspects. Despite the above-mentioned
reasons, the detailed lists of data items in Appendix Al. A2,
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B12 B2, and C are useful for reference, if the above factors
are considered.
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3.0 INVESTMENT DATA SOURCES IN HONG KONG
In Chapter 2.0, the various information sources in the
United States are identified and the information .provided is
briefly described. From the survey, a realization of what data
should be included in the desired data base developed. Before
the knowledge can be of any use in the formulation of the de-
sired data bases, a survey is needed to identify the information
sources in Hong Kong and the types of information available.
Within this Chapter, the various information and data
sources in Hong Kong are firstly identified. The types of
information or data made available by the sources are then
identified. With the information from Chapter 2.0, the data
desirable for the proposed data bases are outlined briefly and
their sources are suggested.
3. 1 Information Sources Hong Kong
The information sources in the U. S. have been arbi-
trarily classified in Chapter 2.0 into six groups: namely,
published investment service, newspapers and periodicals,
brokers, and dealers, literature, personalized investment
services, specialized sources, and annual reports or prospectus.
The investment information available in Hong tong emanates from
all these sources except personalized investment services.
However, the quality and quantity of information differ a lot
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between Hong Kong and the United States. For ease of discussion,
classification has been made in another way. The sources are
divided into five types: stock exchange publications, indivi-
dual companies' reports, government publications, investment
publications and general publications. Each of the five is
discussed in the following sections.
Stock Exchanges
There are altogether four stock exchanges in Hong Kong
namely the bong Kong Stock Exchange, the Far East Stock Exchange,
the Kam Ngam Stock Exchange, and the Kowloon Stock Exchange.
They are independent of each other in their operations and the
stocks listed on one exchange may not necessarily be listed on
the others. When a company is listed on all of the four exchanges
its stock may be traded in any one of them. Owing to independent
operations, stock prices of a company may be different in dif-
ferent exchanges, nevertheless, the difference is usually
small,
The information which the stock exchanges provide for
investors falls into three groups. There are first the pub-
lications relating to the manner in which the stock exchanges
function. These include the rules of the exchanges and rules
governing listing on the exchanges. although it is important
for an investor to understand something about the operations
of the exchanges, they are of limited interest to individual
investors in their investment analysis.
Of more interest to investors are the publications
in the second group, which deal with the prices of securities
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on the stock exchanges. All the four exchanges publish daily
quotation sheets. These show the quotations and sales records
of all the traded securities for the day in question, and also
dividend announcements made on that day. The Hong Kong Stock
Exchange publishes its Daily Quotation Sheets twice daily, one
for the session in the morning and the other for the afternoon
session. Meekly reports are published by the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange and the i'ar East stock Exchange. The weekly reports
contain the closing prices of all quoted stocks and also divi-
dends, high/_ low prices for the year, price-to-earning ratios,
percentages yield on closing prices and turnover of each se-
curith for the week.
Publications in the third group are probably of equal
interest to investors as those in the second group. This group
includes monthly reports and yearly reports. All except the
Kowloon Stock Exchange publish monthly reports. The monthly
reports basically cover information about the listed companies
such as issued capital, par value, date of last balance sheet,
net profit and dividend of the previous fiscal year, turnover
during the month, closing price of the month, price-to-earning
ratios and percentage yield on closing prices. Also included
in the reports are the company news and some general economic
data. In the yearly reports published by the bong Kong Stock
Exchange and the Far East Stock Exchange, the emphasis is on
the company financial data. Apart from some information
about the exchanges, these consist of a summary for each of
the listed companies. The information provided includes the
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names of the directors, secretary, bankers, and auditors, the
company's subsidiaries and associates, summary of earnings and
dividends, major balance sheet items, capitalization, and share
price range over the year,
it may well be mentioned here the three indices compiled
by the Hang Seng Bank, the Far East Stock Exchange, and the Kam
Ngam Stock Exchange. The Hang Seng Index compiled by the Hang
beng Bank is based on the prices of thirty-three stocks listed
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The index is computed tvrice
daily. The base date is July 31, 1964. The Far East Index
compiled by the Far East Stock Exchange is published twice
daily. The index is calculated based on the prices of fifty-
six constituent stocks.and the base date is April 19 1971. The
constituent stocks are classified into nine categories according
to their nature of business and for each business sector there
is a classified index. These classified indices are published
twice daily with the Far East Index. The Kam Ngam Index is
compiled and published by the Kam Ngam Stock Exchange -Lwice
daily. It is the weighed average of two classified indices,
the Kam Index and the Ngam Index. All these indices are intended
to give investors a general idea of stock price movements of
the stock market. Although there exist some disputes about
the representativeness of the market of these indices, they
are valuable to investors because they give at least a rough
idea of the overall market movement.
Individual Companies
There are three types of information about individual
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companies that are available. First, there is the annual
report. The annual report of a public company usually contains
the following information:
1. The details of the directors of the company, its
secretary, auditors, bankers, and registered office.
2. The chairman's report. This generally consists of
a review of the activities and trade performance of
the company during the previous financial year toge-
ther with an assessment of the future prospectus of
the company.
3. The profit and loss account. This account indicates
the profit or loss for the year and, the manner in which
the profit, if any, is to be divided between distri-
butions and retentions.
4. The balance sheet. The balance sheet states the assets
and liabilities of the company at the end of the fin-
ancial year. There are no regulations as to exactly
what information must be disclosed in the balance sheet,
but the requirements of the Companies Ordinance must
be met as the minimum.
The annual report is extremely vital to an investor in
his investment analysis. The major part of the fundamental
analysis of a company has to rely upon the information contained
in the annual reports. An investor may be able to have access
to annual reports when he becomes the shareholder of the company,
or he may refer to the Government Registry of Companies, or
universities' libraries, in some cases.
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Although it is not a legal requirement for the companies
to publish interim reports to its shareholders, most companies
have already undertaken this practice. Interim reporting has
largely been the result of the exchanges' efforts. interim
reports are generally not as useful as the annual reports some
of them contain no figures at all.
The news that companies release through the press form
the second type of information. Although the annual reports
present the most comprehensive information available, they are
published only once a year. Furthermore, it usually takes se-
veral months before any annual reports are published (19, P. 5).
Consequently, the information contained in the annual reports
are frequently found to be obsolete. Because of this reason,
and also because of the company news, whether good or bad,
sometimes has significant effects on mass psychology, and thus
on the share prices, the up-to-date information available
through the press is vital to an investor. To provide continuous
information to shareholders and potential investors through
the press is one requirement among those contained in the rules
governing listing of a company on the stock exchange. The
minimum requirement is to publish the news in the South China
Morning Post and one leading Chinese newspaper, but usually
it can be found in several Chinese newspapers.
The third type of information is that of statutory
type available from the Companies Registry. All companies
in Hong Kong must be registered with the Companies Registry,
and are required by the Companies ordinance to provide certain
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information which is to be available to the general public at
the Companies Registry. At the Companies Registry, a separate
file is kept for every registered company. The file contains
the following documents:
1. Memorandum of Association. This is in effect the
constitution of the company, by which the relationship.
of the company to the outside world is determined.
This contains the name of the company, its domicile,
its objective, the amount of its share capital and-
the types of shares into which the capital is divided,
and a statement of the extent of the liability of the
members for the debts of the company.
2. Article of Association. These are the regulations
which govern the internal organization of the company.
The regulations cover such matters as board meetings,
meetings of shareholders and the rights of particular
classes of shareholders.
3. Prospectus. A prospectus is required when a company
makes an offer of its shares to the public. This con-
tains such information as the profits or losses, the
dividends paid and the assets and liabilities of the
company prior to the issuance of the shares reported
by an accounting firm.
4. Annual Return. The annual return provides details of
the company's share capital, its directors, its secre-
tary and a copy of the annual report.
This type of information is mainly for meeting legal
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requirements. It is either obtainable from some other sources
as annual reports, or of no particular interest to investors,
so that it is of little importance to investors.
Government publications
The government is by far the most important supplier of
statistical data. It is important not only because the data
available is ample, but also because the data supplied is of
great variety. Those data that may interest individual inves-
tors are on an aggregate basis, so they are in most cases related
to either the economy as a whole or some of its various compon-
ents. The information supplied by the government can always
be found in its various publications. The following publications
have been selected to be of use to investors in Hong Kong.
1. Hong Kong 14onthly Digest of Statistics (8). This is
the most important publication as far as investors
are concerned. This is a monthly publication containing
statistical tables prepared by the Census and Statistical
Department. Each issue is divided into thirteen sections.
Among the thirteen, seven sections are found to be
useful in general economic analysis.
Following the table of contents, the first
section found useful is the section on employment and
wages. Concerning employment the publication shows
the statistics of the registered establishments and
all establishments known by the United Nations Inter-
national Standard Industrial Classification groups and
also by the number of employees. The publication
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also gives statistics on employees by sex and by the
United Nations International Standard Industrial groups.
The wages statistics are compiled half-yearly to show
the movement of nominal average daily wages in selected
industries, both inclusive and exclusive of fringe
benefits, and also the overall average of both nominal
and real wages.
Mext comes the section on production. Electri-
city consumption is classified according to use, and
monthly statistics are given. The same information
is provided for gas consumption. monthly statistics
are given for cement production. Textile production
statistics are given quarterly by type.
There is then a section on external trade.
Monthly figures are given for all imports, exports,
and re-exports by areas, by countries, by the Standard
International Trade Classification commodity sections
and by self-classified principal commodities.
The next relevant sec Lion is on the topic of
price indices. our indices are given. The new Con-
sumer Price Index kA) is compiled monthly with weights
derived from the expenditure pattern of the households
rith monthly expenditure between HK$400 and lK$1,L-99
based on the sample survey carried out during the
period from July 1973 to June 1971. zor the New Con-
cumer Price index (B), the weights are derived from
those with monthly expenditure between HK$1,500 and
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HK$2,999 The other two indices, General and modified
Consumer Price Indices, are based on a similar survey
carried out during the period from September 1963 to
August 1964. The weights are derived from the expendi-
ture pattern of households whose monthly expenditure
ranges from HK$100 to HK$1, 999 for the Ueneral Index
and from HK$ 100 to HK'$599 for the Modified Index.
The following section in the book is on money,
banking, and finance. Statistics are given for each
of the items that comprise the first and second defi-
nitions of money supply. Also found are banking system
statistics, analysis of bank loans and advances by
types of borrowers, interest rates _cai d and charged
by principal banks, cheque statistics, exchange rates
against fifteen major foreign currencies, government
revenue and expenditure statistics, stock price and
turnover statistics, information on companies registered
and dissolved, and instruments registered.
Statistics on buildings, constructions and
housing are found in the following section in the pub---
lication. Of more importance are the tables for com-
pleted buildings certified for occupation and for number
and cost of completed buildings by cost of construction.
The last section of interest is for -tourism.
Statistics are given for passenger arrivals, departures
and for number of incoming tourists by countries.
In the January and iuly issues, an. additional
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section on population can be found. The figures are
estimated half-yearly based on the most recent popu-
lation census and also the births, deaths, and balance
of migration since census.
Estimates of cross Domestic Products (6)2.
This is a new booklet published yearly by the
Census and Statistical Department the first edition
came out in 1973. This booklet contains the latest
estimates of he total and per capita gross domestic
product since 1966 at current market prices and constant
market prices of 1966. Tables are given for private
consumption expenditure by commodity or service, for
Government consumption expenditure by type, for fixed
capital formation by product classification and by
sectors, and for composition of imports and exports.
Hong Kong Trade Statistics (7)3.
Statistics of Hong Kong's external trade are
obtainable in two separate volumes, one for imports
and one for exports and re-exports. Summaries of
values of imports, exports, re-exports and total ex-
ports are given in both volumes by countries, by
Commonwealth countries, by area divisions and sections
and by country groups. In each volume, itemized im-
ports and export trade statistics are given in import
volume and export volume respectively.
This publication provides a basis for detailed
analysis of trade in Hong Kong. However, such detailed
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analysis of trade may not be necessary for investment
analysis and in this way it is not as useful as the
two previously-mentioned publications.
Other Publications4.
In addition to the above three, there is a
vast range of government publications relating to
either the economy as a whole or any of its various
sectors. These publications include, among the regular
group, the Annual Report, the Departmental Reports of
the relevant government departments, the Hong Kong
External Trade and the Hong Kong Economic Trends
and Indexes published by the Census and Statistical
Department in stencil form. There are also non-regular
publications available, such as the Hong Kong Review
of Overseas Trade in, the Hong Kong opulation
and Housing Census 1271 Main Report, the Census of
Manufacturing Establishments 1971, the Manoower Survey
Reoort in various industries, the to ass Transport Sur-
veys Report 1964-1966, and so on. As most of the
information contained in these publication can be
found in the three publications previously mentioned,
though not in the same form and same deree of detail,
these may not be of special interest to investors.
Investment publication
The previously mentioned three sources of information
all provide raw data for the public. Before an investor can
make use of these data, he must collect them and analyse them.
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It may not be feasible for most investors to do so owing to
either limitation of time available, or limitation of knovrledge,
or both. In such cases, investors may refer to some specialist
organizations for information or even advice. There are three
types of organizations that may fulfill the needs of the inves-
tors, and they are the stockbrokers, banks and other miscell-
aneous sources.
1. Stockbrokers. A number of stock brokerage firms main-
tain specialized investment analysis departments which
produce r::gular circulars for their clients. It must
be pointed out that the practice is not too common,
particularly among the firms of local brokers. At
present, such services are found only among the over-
seas members of the Gong Kong Stock Exchange and just
a few local member firms such as Sun Hung Kai Securitie,
Limited, Forex Security Company and White and Company.
One interviewed firm, an overseas member of
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, publishes yearly, monthly
weekly and even daily reports concerning the stock
market. However, the circulation is limited and the
publications are distributed mostly to institutional
clients. Although the author has interviewed only
one overseas stockbroker, this interviewee and other
sources indicated that the practice of the overseas
brokerage firm he interviewed is typical along the
other overseas brokerage firms in Hong Kong. The
publications from them are not easily accessible to
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an individual investor. For this reason, no description
of the publications is given here.
One well-known local brokerage firm regularly
distributes a biweekly publication to its clients and
the general public interested in it. This publication
contains a comifientary on current topics; a brief review
of the market, overall local and neighbouring countries'
economic situations a section on corporate news; and
regular features such as chief economic indicators,
dividends and pro fits of listed companies, world stock
and money markets. The contents show that the publi-
cation emphasizes the overall market rather than indi-
vidual companies.
The same company also conducts research into
various industries and companies and occasionally
publishes the reports. Recently, the company began
providing a new service to its institutional clients.
This service gives information in a loose-leaf form
on about sixty major listed companies. The contents
include earnings, dividends, balance sheet items,
subsidiaries, business review and market information.
The income source analysis and business forecasts for
two years are included for about twenty of them. Its
limited circulation is a hindrance to individual in-
vestors in assessing the service.
There are also a few other local brokers who
distributes regular news to their existing or potential
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clients. They are mostly of overall market review
in nature, similar to that biweekly mentioned above.
Banks. Among the banks, the more commonly known2.
sources of investment data and information are the
Hang Seng Bank and the First National City Bank. The
Hang Seng Bank publishes weekly its Investment Notes.1
The publication includes the daily Hang Seng Index
and turnover in the four exchanges, the dividend announ-
cements of listed companies and the prices, dividend
yields and price-earning ratios of the constitutent
stocks of the riang Seng index. Also included are the
selected indices and turnover of selected international
stock markets and the daily prices of stocks listed
simultaneously on Hong Kong exchanges and on overseas
exchanges.
The Hang Seng wank also publishes company
reports for about fifty major listed companies. The
reports mainly contain the-comparative figures for
major items in the profit and loss account and balance
sheet over a period of five years of a company, the
company's price data, its per share data, its share
capitalization, its history and business, monthly
charts for five years and daily charts for twelve
months.
the First National City Bank publication of
1 The Hang Seng Bank recently terminated this service.
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interest is the Monthly Economic Letter. This is an
economic paper rather than investment one, however,
comprehensive statistical data can be found here. The
publication provides a narrative- description of general
economic conditions, foreign trade, foreign exchange,
securities market and government finance, and selected
statistics on foreign trade, the banking system and
economic indicators.
Other banks probably undertake similar research,
but they either do not produce reports or limit report
circulation, such that is is difficult for individual
investors to have access to the material.
3. Other organizations. During the stock market boom in
1971 and 1972, there were so many people involved in
the market that a good market for investment books
was created. During that time, several books were
were published. The Stock Exchange Reference Book and
Hong Kong Stock Information (both were ehinese books)
were just two among them. They usually gave an ele-
mentary introduction to stock exchange procedures and
some financial information aoout roughly a hundred
listed companies.. uather editions were never pub-
lished to update the information.
Apart from the above, there are several com-
panies that provide high quality investment information
services to the public. The Far East Data Services
Ltd. is one of them, this company has made available
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a set of data cards for all the listed companies to
their subscribers. The cards are updated weekly. Their
subscribers are charged HK$1, 600 a year for the service.
other companies providing investment data include
Mobius, Chart Analysts Limited and others.
General publication
Included in this category are the daily newspapers and
periodicals. most daily newspapers now provide at least a column
of news and comments of interest to investors. Obviously the
quality and the scope of the coverage vary considerably.
The South China Morning Post is a popular local English
newspaper. It gives daily lists of the prices of the leading
securities. Almost all company news released through press can
be found here. Among the Chinese investors, the Hong Kong Eco-
nornic Journal( and the Ming Pao Evening News (明報晚報)
are the most popular newspapers. Except for a few columns for
selected local and overseas news, the Hong Kon Economic Journal
is entirely devoted to the current economic news and comments
listed companies analysis, stock and gold market data, and
analysis and translation of selected management related books.
The Ming Pao Evening News also devotes a large Hart, though
not to the same extent as the former one, to economic news,
stock market analysis and listed companies analysis.
Among the periodicals, the Economist and the Far East
Economic Review are of interest to investors. The Economist
is a British journal covering worldwide events in the field
of economics, business, finance and investment. It provides
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a fairly sound economic background to investors and occasionally
some comments on the Hong Kong stock market are worth attention.
The Far East Economic Review is a similar periodical devoted to
Asian countries. It provides a condensed review of various
important stock markets in Asia.
3.2 Conclusion
The sources of information describes above allow invest-
ment analysis at three levels: namely the overall economy, the
particular industry and the individual company within the Industry.
At the overall economy level, information May be obtained from
three sources and they are government publications, financial
publications and general publications. The latter two usually
provide descriptive or analysed information. This information
is useful for rapid understanding. However, it is more difficult
and more expensive to handle in a computer oriented data base.
on the other hand, such information is usually extracted from
government statistics. Consequently, it is desirable to include
the government statistics in the data bases rather than the
information in financial publications and general publications.
This makes government publications the only source of data at
the general economic level for the proposed data bases.
At the industry level, the situation is about the same
as that at the general economic level in that the basic data
usually come from government sources. The only difference is
that some organizations do occasionally produce special reports
for a few industries based on their o an statistics. The Con-
struction Industry Survey undertaken by the Sun Hung Kai
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Securities Company is an example. However, this tyre of researcr
is undertaken irregularly. In a computer oriented data base,
comparability between data of different periods for the same
item is essential. In this sense, the data are necessarily to
be available regularly. For this reason, statistics in special
reports oroduced by organizations other than the government
are excluded from the proposed data bases. Again, the govern-
ment publications remain the only source of data at this level.
At the company level, data can be divided into two cate-
gories: one of company financial data and the other of stock
price data. Company financial data are available from the
company's annual reports, or they are obtainable from stock
exchanges' year books or financial publications. The financial
publications are either too costly to acquire or too limited
in coverage so that the desired company's data may not be
included. 'When the required data can be obtained .from other
sources, the financial publications are rejected as a source
of company data for the proposed data bases. A choice remains
between stock exchanges' year books and the commipany' s annual
reports. A decision is deferred until Section 4.2.
While the source of company data cannot be determined
at this stage, the choice of the source of stock price data
also requires some more analyses. Three sources can be
identified for stock price data: namely the stock exchanges'
publications, the financial publications and the general
publications. The financial publications are rejected based
on the reason that the coverage provided by these publications
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is limited, as in case of company financial data. The general
publications-- more specifically, newspapers-- are readily
available and are just as suitable as the publications from the
exchanges as a data source. The choice bets een these two cannot
be made until decisions are made on such aspects as the number
of companies to be included, the type of data desirable and
the frequency of data collection.
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4.0 THE PROPOSED HONG KONG DATA BASES
4.1 Scope of Investment Analysis- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
As already defined in Chapter One, investment has been
defined as the purchase of common stock. It follows that invest-
ment analysis means the detailed study of the characteristics,
quality, prospectus and value of a particular stock. (10, p.273)
Based on the different points of view of investment analysts,
there exist three different methods of analysis, namely funda-
mental analysis, chart analysis and Random Walk Theory (5, p. 212-
213).
In the Random Walk Theory, the price of a stock at a
particular time is considered to reflect the intrinsic value
of the stock and also all the knowledge and expectations of
the market regarding that stock. The proponents of the theory
then suggest that the price fluctuations are the result of
the emergence of new information and new expectations. As the
emergence of such information and exoectations is entirely a
matter of chance, stock price movements are of an entirely
random character and are not influenced by past price movements.
On the other extreme is the opinion held by the chartists
who say that the future trends of stock prices are predictable
from current and past trends. Their argument is that the past
price movement and trading volume reveal prophetic patterns
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and that future trends may be predicted on the basis of those
patterns. Their analysis is entirely based on stock price and
turnover data.
Between the two extremes are the proponents of funda-
mental or traditional analysis. They hold the opinion that
share prices and dividends can be predicted by examining all
the factors which are likely to affect the performance of a
company and its shares, and by attempting to quantify these
influence to provide estimates.
The analytic methods employed by chartists are fairly
simple they use charts for price movements and turnover only.
The analysis carried out by fundamental analysis is much more
complicated they tend to regard charts merely as a diagramatic
representation of only one of the many types of information
which they must examine.
Richard Briston (5, p. 213-241) divided the information
required into three groups: national economy, industry and
company. His view is in full agreement with those of Ralph
Badger, Harold Torgerson and Harry Guthmnann who wrote in their
book, Investment Principles and Practices, "... careful
investor must consider three things, (1) the general economic
and political outlook, (2) the comparative prospects of the
various industries and (3) finally the most appropriate com-
panies and securities" (2, p. 164).
Frederick gmling said, "Investment in ownership secu-
rities is intimately associated with the economic activity
of the nation.... strength in an industry that has evidenced
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rapid growth in the past suggests that companies within that
industry and on the periphery of it will benefit from this growth'
t 1, o. 289). It can be seen that he held the same opinion as
the previously-mentioned people.
John Bowyer dr. (4, p. 180) divided the information to
be examined into two groups only, that of industry and that of
company. However, he included in his industry analysis estimates
of the nation's economic potential.
The above mentioned investment analysts and still many
others suggest that the fundamental analysis should cover three
levels of data, namely general economic, industry and company
data. The proposed data bases should then include data for all
the three levels.
The data at company level may again be divided into two
groups, one for stock price and trading volume data and the
other for company's periodic financial data. Because of their
distinctive natures, they are grouped separately into two
different data bases. Because of the lack of detailed data,
the general economic and industry data are included in one data
base. This method of grouping produces three data bases for
the proposed system, namely one for company data, one for price
and trading volume and one for general economic data.
Because of the time limitation, the actual design of
the record format and collection of data are excluded from
this thesis. The rest of the chapter is devoted to the content
specification of the data bases.
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4.2 Hong Kong Company Data Base
In order to describe the contents of the Company Data
Base, answers to several questions are necessary. These questions
cover such aspects as company coverage, period covered, data
sources, range of fundamental and technical data.
Comoustat Service
The eompustat service provided by the Investors Manage-
ment Science, Inc. covers, besides the foreign companies and
over-the-counter companies, all the industrial and leading non-
industrial companies listed on the American Stock Exchange and
the tvew York Stock Exchange.1 The detailed criteria for inclu-
sion of the companies in the service are not given in its manual.
However, the manual does mention the period covered the data
are available for most companies for at least ten years and
in some cases as many as twenty years. The data included cover
key balance sheet, income statement and market items. A list
of the items is included in Appendix Al of this thesis. The
sources of the data include the reports from the Securities
and Exchange Commission, the company reports, contacts with
companies and the services from other organizations such as
Investment Statistics Laboratory, Uniform Statistical Reports,
Civil Aeronautics Board, Dow Jones News and Business Service,
Wall Street Journal and Standard Poor's.
Data Sources
In the design of the content of the Company Data Base,
The over-the-counter part of the Compustat service
has been omitted in the discussion.
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two constraints have been assumed. One assumption is that the
proposed data bases, after being implemented, will be maintained
and updated by only one person on a part time basis.1 This means
that the workload has to be kept to a minimum. The second assum
ption is that the person who will do the Maintenance and updeting
work is not a financial expert. If these assumptions are made,
it is preferable to use the stock exchanges' year book as data
source. Another possible source, the companies' annual reports
as discussed in Chapter Three (p. 30), is rejected because of
the extra effort and expertise needed to extract the data from
the annual reports with different degree of comprehensiveness
and different presentation formats.
Year books are published once a year. by the stock
exchanges and they contain most of the financial data available
in the companies' annual reports. A decision on the choice of
stock exchange is deferred till the next section.
Period Covered
In investment analysis, the author considers it essen-
tial that there be comparability of data of different periods
for the same item and hence there be a minimum for the number
of years of data available. In the choice of the minimum,
consideration have to be given to such aspects as the effect
on company coverage and its revision orogiam
For the Comnustat service, the minimum is ten years
1This appears to be a reasonable as'zu nti on until the
value of the data bases is proven. Obviously, however, if more
manpower were available, then more comprehensive data bases
than those proposed could be put together.
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for most companies. However, it is impossible to impose the
same minimum requirement of ten years in Hong Kong because
this will significantly reduce the number of companies quali-
fied for inclusion. From 1966 onwards, the number of listed
companies on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange remained farily
constant at about seventy until a sudden increase to 140 was
observed in 1972 (see Appendix D). The changes in the subse-
quent two years were moderate. Although the pattern may not
be exactly the same in other exchanges, this fact still sug-
gests that it is desirable to include those companies listed
in 1972 or before, otherwise, a large number of companies with
their shares actively traded on the market will be excluded
from the data bases.
Assuming that the data bases will be set up in 1976,
the above also suggests that the included companies will have
at least three years of data available. Although a history of
three years mays, not reveal the trends well enough, it neverthe-
less enables users to make some comparative studies. As the
history is short, it is possible to delay the revision oro ram
for company .coverage for some time. If resources are readily
available, it is recommended to revise the company coverage
in two years time, or within four years if not.
While the minimum is set at three years, the maximum
is set at fifteen years. Any figure more than fifteen years
old is probably of little significance. since three of the
four existing stock exchanges were established less than six
years ago, only the Hong Kong Stock Exchange can provide the
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necessary data.1 The inference is that the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange tear Book will be adopted as source of company data.
It may be obtained from the Stock Exchange at HK$8.50 (including
HK 2.50 for postage) around October every year.
Company coverage
Since the Hong Kong Stock Exchange Year Book has been
specified as the data source, it is natural that only the
companies listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange will be consi-
dered for inclusion. Although there are companies listed on
other exchanges but not on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, these
companies are usually not of much interest to most investors
and their exclusion from consideration will not affect the
relevance of the data bases to any significant extent.
As mentioned on page 40, companies to be considered
for inclusion have a minimum history of three years. Owing
co the limited manpower asumed to be available, further reduction
is done based on the following criteria.
1. Those stocks with low turnover are deleted. There
are a number of ways to treat the turnover of a stock.
In this case, a total yearly turnover in number of
shares of less than one per cent of the companys total
shares in 1973 is used as a criterion.
2. Those stocks traded in currencies other than the Hong
Kong dollar are deleted.
1 The incorporated date of the exchanges are as follows:
Hong Kong Stock Exchange 1891
Far East Stock Exchange 1969
Kam Ngam Stock zxchange 1971
Kowloon Stock Exchange 1972
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3. Those companies not incorporated in Hong Kong and with
business outside Hong Kong are deleted.
Based on the above criteria, a list of the companies
to be included in the Hong Kong company Data Base has been pro-
duced and is attached as Appendix E.
Data Coverage
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange, having done quite a lot
of work in re-arranging the balance sheet and income statement
items, presents the results in tabulated form in its year book.
Despite this effort, there are still items named differently
for different companies in the book. For instance, investment
in associate companies is placed under Investment in Associated
Companies for China Light and Power Company Limited and under
"Associates" for the China Engineers (Holdings) Limited. Dif-
ference in grouping is also found. Properties to be sold and
properties under construction are grouped under "Fixed Assets"
in the accounts of the hang Lung Development Company Limited,
whereas in the case of New World Development Company Limited,
they are grouped under Properties for Sales" separately.
Further complications are found in other balance sheet
items. The listed companies are Found to have their financial
statements presented with different degrees of detail and dif-
ferent methods of grouping. Despite the fact that there are
notes that accompany the financial statements and are consi-
dered as an integral part of the statements, some of the items
are not clearly defined. For instance, the Wheelock Marden
and Company Limited includes part of the quoted investments
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in Current Assets, part in Long Term Investment and part in
Investment in Associates (25, p. 14-15). Another example can
be found in the accounts of the Kamcourt Development Limited.
In its financial statements, the item Leasehold Land at Cost
(for properties under development) can befound both under the
Fixed Assets and under the Current Assets (17, p. 9).
The situation becomes worse when terms are used incon-
sistently in the Year Book. For instance, the Long Term Assets
of the Sun Company Limited include investments in associated
companies, land and building under construction, quoted shares
and unquoted shares. These items are separated in financial
statements of other companies. Nevertheless, it is found that
such inconsistencies do not occur in significant amount when
the year Book and the annual reports of seven listed companies
(14, 17, 20, 23, 24, 25 and 26) are checked. It is not unsound,
then, to sacrifice some accuracy for less worm-load by sticking
to the Year Book for company financial data.
In order to eliminate part of the problem, some of the
items found in the Year Book are re grouped after considering
the desirable degree of detail. A further effort to solve
the problem is to give a brief reilark for each of the data items
to be included in the data base. A description of the data
items for inclusion is given below with remkarks.
A. Balance Sheet Items
1. Cash and Securities. This item can be found in the
Year Book under the same name. Basically, this item
includes the cash, bank balance held and quoted investments.
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2. Stocks and Work-in-Process. This item is also found
under the same name in the Year Book. Some incon-
sistencies in the definition of the terms is detected.
In some cases, but not all, the properties for sale
are included under this item. For this reason, any
separate item for Properties for Sale is to be grouped
with this item.
3. other Current Assets. This item, appearing in the
Year Book under the seuue name, includes advances and
debtors, amounts due from other organizations, pre-
payments and loans. Other separate items to be included
in this item are Mortgage Loans, Premiums and Deferred
Income.
4. Total Current Assets. This is supply the sum of the
above three items.
5. Fixed Assets. This item includes such balance sheet
items as land, building, fleet, vessels and properties
under devel op:r_ent, equipment, plant, mr.achinery, furni-
ture, fixture, and other fixed as$ets. It appears in
the Year Book under the same name. Other separate
items to be included here are Properties under Deve-
lopment and Properties for Re-developTnent.
6. Intangible Assets. The same item in the Year Book
includes preliminary expenses of subsidiary companies
and goodwill arising from consolidation. In som cases,
goodwill on consolidation appears in separate items
and it is to be grouped with this item for comparability
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of items for different comoanies. The item Subsidiaries
should also be grouped when it apoears in consoldiatcd
financial statements.
Associate. This item also appears as Associated Companies
7.
and Investment in Associated Companies in the Year
Book. This item represents the amount invested in
the associated companies. Most companies define asso-
ciated companies as companies in which the parent com-
pany has twenty to fifty per cent of the total equity.
ror unconsolidated balance sheet, which are found in
annual reports for 1972 or before, Investment in Sub-
sidiaries is also to be included here.
Other Investments. This item includes investments in8.
companies with less than twenty per cent of total equity,
other unquoted investments and quoted investments. For
some companies, the properties under construction or
development are also included in this item. A precise
definition for this item is almost impossible. The
items that aopear in the Year Book and are to be included
here are Trade Investment, investments at Jost, bong
Term Quoted Investments, unquoted Invest ents, and
Long Term Assets.
Total Assets. This is the sum of the items 4,5,6,7,9.
and 8.
Due Bankers(secured). This is the amount due to banks10.
secured with collateral. This item and also item 11
appear under the same names in the Year Book.
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11. Due Bankers (unsecured). This is the amount due to
banks unsecured.
12. Uther Current Liabilities. Included in this item are
amount due to other organizations, creditors, accrued
expenses, provision for contingencies, provision for
taxation, provision for dividends, and deposits against
contracts. Other items in the Year Book to be included
here are Provision for contingencies, Contract Reserve,
Amounts due to subsidiaries, lleserve for Exchange
Fluctuations, Provisions for uxchan ge Fluctuations,
Claims Admitted but Not Yet Paid, and Provisions.
13. Total Current Liabilities. This is the sure of the
items 10, 11, and 12.
14.Long Term Liabilities. The deferred liabilities due
to bank and other advances, mortgage loans, outstanding
instalments on purchase of land, insurance funds and
future taxation are the elements of the song Term
Liabilities. Some of the elements are given as
separate items in the Year Book. They are Future
Taxation, mortgage Loans, Loan Capital, Development
Fund, Rental in Advance, Loan Currency Variation,
building Loans, Deferred Liabilities and Deferred
Exspenditure.
15. minority Interests. This represents the equity in
subsidiary companies owned by concerns outside the
group. This may apoear as Minority Interests in
Subsidiaries in the Year Book.
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16.preference capital. This item is included in the Year
nook with the same name. This represents the amount
of capital raised which demands a fixed amount of interest
without real involvement in the company's equity.
17. Ordinary Share Capital. This represents the amount of
capital invested by the shareholders of the company.
It appears as Equity Funds Capital in the book.
18. Equity Reserve. This item is mainly the sum of the
premium on shares issued and the accumulated profits
of the company.
19. Shareholders' Equity. This item is simply the sum of
the item 17 and 18.
B. Profit and Loss Account Items
In Hong Kong Stock Exchange year Book, the
balance sheet items are summarized in a fairly standarized
table form. Difference infporms por different companies
is slight, although it exists. This results in a
necesscity to regroup some of the items. Some incon-
sistencies in the definition of the items are evident
(page 44). However, not much of a problem is found
in case of t e profit and loss account items presented
in the same book. The items are comparable for all
companies. The definitions of the terms are consistent
apart from the treatment in profits applicable to
minority interest in subsidiaries on checking the
annual reports of six companies (14, 20, 23, 24, 25 and
26) with the Year Book. Disregarding the small effect
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of the mentioned inconsistency in general, no regrouping
is necessary for the profit and loss account items,
which include the following items:
Pretax Profit after Depreciation. This items appears1.
in the Year Book under the same name.
Net Profit after Tax. This item appears in the Year,2.
Book as Net Profit.
Depreciation. This is the difference between two items3.
in the Year Book, namely the Pretax Profit before Depre-
ciation and the Pretax Profit after Depreciation.
Earnings per share4.
Dividends per share. These two items can be obtained
5.
directly from the near Book. When the ordinary shares
are divided into A shares and 1113311 shares, only the
per "A" share values are taken.
Other Financial DataC.
Number of Ordinary Shares Issued.1.
Number of Ordinary "B" Share Issued. It is left blank2.
when no B shares are issued.
Number of Preference Shares Issued
Highest Share Price in the Calendar Year4.
Lowest Share Price in the Calendar Year5.
Number of Shares Traded in the Calendar Year6.
Value of Shares Traded in the Calendar Year7.
Rights Issued8.
Stock. Split Detailssplit9.
Stock Dividends Details. This item and the above nine10.
3.
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items may be obtained directly from the Year Book.
When the ordinary shares are divided into "A" shares
and B shares, the data for "A" shares are used for
these items where apporopriate. This may affect the
quality of the data, but the effect is not significant
except for the Wheelock Maritime International Limited.1
excpet
11. Book Value per Share. This is obtained by dividing
the Number of Shares (item C1) into the Shareholders'
Equity (item A19). When the ordinary shares are divided
into" A" shares and B shares, the equity applicable
to "A" shares is calculated by multiplying the Share-
holders' Equity (item A19) by thepercentage of the
"A" share capital in the total capital and then dividing
the product by the Number of "A" Shares (item C1).
12. Cash V'low per Share. '-uhis item is obtained by suming
up the Net Profit after Tax (item B2) and Depreciation
(items. B3) and dividing the sum by the Number of Shares.
hen there are both "A" shares and 13 shares, the
same treatment as in item 11 is employed.
13. highest Price-to-Earnir g Ratio. This is obtained by
dividing the Earnings per share (item B4) by the
Highest Price of the Year (item C4).
14. Lowest Price-to-Earning Ratio. This item is obtained
by the same procedure as above but using the Lowest
1 The 1974 Tong Kong Stock Exchange Year Book shows that
only eight out of 155 companies included have their ordinary
shares divided in "A" shares and B shares, but in all of the
eight companies, except the Wheelock Mari time International
Limited, the "B" shares account no more than half of the total
share capital.
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Price of the Year (item c5) instead.
15. current Ratio. This ratio is obtained by dividing the
current Liabilities (item A13) from the Total Current
Assets (item A4).
16. quick Ratio. This ratio is obtained by dividing the
Current ,.Liabilities (item A13) from the Cash and
Securities (item Al).
17. Earning-to-Equity Ratio. This is calculated by dividing
the Shareholders' Equity (item A19) from the Net Profit
after Tax (item B2).
18. Payout Ratio. This is the ratio of the Dividends per
Share (item B5). to the Larnings per ahare (item B4).
D. Non-financial Data
1. Name of Company. The lastest name of the company is
used. Any changes in company names is indicated in the
data base in the manner as to be mentioned under the
Motes on Special Treatment.
2. Company Number. It is recommended to have a number
for each company in the data base for identification
purposes.
3. Fiscal Year End Month. This item designates the last
month for the commipany's accounting year. It ranges
from 00 to 12. The number 00 can be used when the
data are not available for that rear. Any change in
the accounting year may be detected by a change in
this item.
4.Data Year. This item refers to the twelve month period
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of time for which data have been collected. The last
two digits of a year may well indicate the data year.
For fiscal years ending January 1 through May 31, the
previous calendar year should be taken as the data year.
For example, the data for a fiscal year beginning on
the April 1, 1974 and ending on the march 31, 1975 are
reported in the data year 1974.
5. Number of Years of Data Included. This item indicates
the number of years for which data are included in the
data base.
6. Notes on Special Treatment. VVhen it is difficult to
store the details of certain major changes in the
data base, it is recommended to keep in the data base
a note on special treatment and to keep the details
in a separate special Treatment File. The special
treatment may cover the following points:
a. change in company name.
b. year containing less than or more than twelve
months of data.
co prior data on a unconsolidated basis.
d. prior data retroactively adjusted. This happens
when there is a stock split, stock dividends are
issued, or a company goes public.
e. major merge with some other companies, in which
the company increases by more then twenty-five
per cent in its equity capital.
f. any other situations than the above.
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Among the above items, some are recurring in nature and
others are relatively permanent. For those relatively permanent
data, it is not necessary to enter the data every year. Included
in this type of data are the name of the companies, company
numbers, rights issued, stock split details, stock dividends
details and the number of shares issued, both ordinary and
preference.
At the beginning of the tape for the data base, it is




3. Latest updating date.
4, Number of companies in the file.
4.3 Share Price Data Base
From the discussion in Section 4.2, it is possible to
gain an insight into the problems-that are encountered in
this section. The most obvious one is that the company coverage
for the Share Price Data ease has to be the same as that for
the Company Data Base in order to be analysed. Other dimensions
required to describe the data base are discussed below.
Frequency of data collection
In the United states, comparable data bases provided by
commercial firms give daily prices2 and those provided by
1Header information is the information stored in the
first record of a magnetic tape for identification purposes.
2The author refers to the Securities Price Data Base
provided by the interactive Data Corporation in Massachusetts
in the United States.
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academic institutions give monthly prices.3 On comparing the
two, daily prices are more preferable than monthly prices
because users can then keep themselves more up-to-date by
using daily prices, and better information may be derived from
daily prices. Current data are particularly important whenever
commercial uses are involved. However, if daily prices are
used, a tremendous amount of work can be expected. While
monthly data are too infrequent, a compromise of using weekly
data become desirable in view of the assumed constraint on
manpower available to maintain the data bases.
Data coverage
For each security the data desirable for inclusion in
the data base can be divided into two groups, namely master
data and recurring data. The master data are those data which
remain fairly constant throughout the time, while the recurring
data are those data which vary from time to time.
For the waster data, the following items are recommended
for inclusion:
1. Latest Name of the security. This corresponds to the
Name of eompany in the Company Data Base.
2. code Number of the security. This item corresponds
to the uornpany iliumber in the Company Date Base,
3. Note of Change in Name. This item provides an indi-
cation for the user to refer to the Special Treatment
File for details.
1The author refers to the Chican,otap provided by the
University of Pennsylvania Computer Center.
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4. Number of the First week of Available Data. Each week
is assinged a number for purpose of data retrieval.
The inclusion of this number enables an user to assess
efficiently the available data by ignoring those non-
existing data prior to the available data.
For the recurring data, the following items are recora-
mended for inclusion in the Stock Price Data Base:
1. Closing Price of the Week. For record keeping, the
usual practice is to use the closing price. Though
it cannot represent the price of a stock over the
whole week, the practice is retained in absence of a
better method. In case no trading occurs during the
week, the previous week's closing price is used.
2. Highest Price of the Week. During a week's time, the
changes in price may be significant. While the
closing price may be good for record keeping, it cannot
provide any indication as to the changes of the prices
during the week, r.o remedy the situation, the highest
and the lowest prices of the week are also included
in the data base.
3. Lowest Price of the Week.
4. Turnover during the Week. For technical analysis,
this item is important in that it indicates the activity
of trading. It may be expressed in two ways: one
in number of shares traded and the other in dollar
amount. As dollar amount is affected by the price
level, it is more desirable to use the number of shares
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traded in all the four stock exchanges.
5. Number of Trading Days in the Week. A reduction in
weekly turnover may probably be due to a reduction of
trading days in the week. This item is included to
indicate such a situation.
6. Date of Friday of the week. This mainly serves to
indicate the dates of the week in question.
7. Dividend. This item is included because it has direct
effect on the share price, partictalarly on the ex-
dividend day, the day after the dividend is being
paid. This item also belongs to recurring date, but
with different frequency. The maximum occurrence is
four times per year.
8. Ex-dividend week. This item is included to denote the
week including the ex-dividend days. There will be
at rsaximur four weeks for any years.
9. Capital Structure Changes. Two types of ci anges are
to be included: stock split and stock dividends,
The. two cases invite definite abrupt changes in stock
prices. When such changes occur, it is necessary
to adjust the share prices. This item is included
to indicate such changes in capital structure.
10. Week Numbers of Capital Structure Chan es. This
simply indicates the week during which the capital
structure changes occur.
As an indication of the overall market performance,
various indices are desirable for inclusion. The Hang Seng
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Index1 is important because it includes almost all the popular
stocks and has a longer history than all other currently used
indices for the Hong Kong stock market. The Far East Index
and the Classified Indices are also desirable. Despite their
shorter history2, they indicate the performance of the stocks
in various classified sectors. Treating the indices as separate
securities is recommended, so that there are also master data
and recurring data for each index. The differences are that
there are no corresponding financial data in the Company Data
Base. The dividend and capital structure changes data are
trivial for the indices, and the turnover extiressed in dollar
amount is more meaningful than expressing the turnover in
number of shares traded.
As in the Company Data Base, it is also desirable to
include some information at the beginning of the data base.
The types of useful infor:lation includes the following:
1. Creating Date
2. Latest Updating Date
oanies and indices included in the data3. Nraber of com
base.
Period coverage
Maximum period covered in the Company Data Base is
fifteen yea s. In order to match the financial data of the
companies to the price data of its shares, the period covered
by the two data bases must necessarily he equal. This requires
1 The base date of the Hans Seng index is July 31, 1964,
and the base index is 100.
2The base date of the Far East Index is April 1,1971,
and the base index is 1000 for all classifications.
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the Stock Price Data Base to include data for fifteen years.
Data source
The discussion in Chaper 3.0 (p. 33) shows that either
newspapers or stock exchange publications can be used as a
data source for the data base. The stock exchange publications
are comparatively speaking more desirable, because the data
are more reliable than those in the newspapers and the publi-
cations can be easily filed for future reference.
The most appropriate stock exchange publications are
the Weekly Quo to tion Sheet published by the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange and the Weekly Report published by the Far East
Stock Exchange, The Weekly Quotation Sheet published by the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange should be taken as the basic source,
because the thta prior to 1971 can only be provided by the Hong
Kong Exchange. Data after 1971 are taken from the exchange
also for conris te, ti _cy The Weekly ?utation Sheet may be obtained
from the Exchange by post at HK$20.80. The Weekly Pew may
be obtained from the Far East. Stock Exchange free of charge,
but no postal service is provided If it is inconvenient to
get the Re-port from the zxchange, the Far East ire dices may be
obtained from the youth Uhina Morning Post or other newspapers
4,4 Eccnomic Data Base
This data base should give a much wider scopes the two
data bases mentioned above. It should contain both feral
economic data and data for various industries. Despite the
wide scope, the data available are somewhat limited. Chapter
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3.0 (p. 32-34) mentions that the Government is almost the only
source of data. Furthermore, the data provided by the Govern-
ment that investors are interested in are mostly found in two
publications: the Estimates of Gross Domestic Product and
the Monthly Digest of Statistics. This situation basically
eliminates the problem of data source choice the two govern-
merit publications mentioned automatically become the source
of data for the Economic Lata Base.
Frequency of Data collection
The two publications are both published regularly. While
the Estimates of Cross Domestic product is a yearly one, the
Monthly igest of Statistics, as implied by its name, is a
monthly publication. The data collection process can occur
at most once a month and the work load, therefore, depends on
the amount of data to be collected rather than on the frequency
of data collection. For this reason, it is recoraended to
collect these data monthly, as soon as the publications are
available.
Data Coverage
In the Estimates of dross Domestic Product, there are
eight figures worth keeping. Other informention contained in
this book is not useful for investment analysis. in theVNonthly
Digest of Statisirics, most of the data are worth keeping in
the data base. The choice of data coverage becomes a problem.
of balancing the resources available with comprehensiveness of
data desired. The items in the following list are then recom-
mended:
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1. Gross Domestic Product. This yearly figure is usually
used as an indication of the level of economic activi-
ties of a country.
2. Per Capita Gross Domestic Product. This item indicates
the average yearly income of Hong Kong people.
3. Price Index number. This figure enables user to calcu-
late the estimates of the gross domestic product at
constant prices. Constant price estimates are helpful
in assessing the real growth in the economy as distinct
from the purely monetary ex?ression of growth at cur-
rent market prices.
. Private Consumption Expenditure. Tni strefers' to the
value of final exoenditure by households and private
non-profit making institutions on goods and services
(6 1 p. 5). .his item and the following four items
(items 5, 6, 7 and Vii) are the major components of
the gross domestic product and are included to provide
an insight into the structure of the gross domestic
product. Although the figures are merely rough esti-
mates, as long as the method is consistent, they are
still able to reveal changes in the level of economic
activities( 6, p. 15).
5. Government Consumption Expenditure. This item includes
the uicurrent expenditure on goods and services by
government departments which were not engaged in
trading activities,, (6, p. 10).
6. Gross Domestic Capital Formation. This item consists
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of expenditure on fixed capital formation and the net
increase in the value of stocks and work-in-progress"
(6, p. 11).
7. Export of goods and services. This item comprises the
value of goods and non-factor services sold to the
rest of the world, including consumption expenditure
by non-residents in Hong Kong (6, p. 11-12).
8. Imports of goods and services. This item comprises
the value of goods and non-factor services purchased
from the rest of the world, including consumption
expenditure by residents abroad. This figure and the
seven previously mentioned can be extracted from the
Estimates of Gross Domestic Product. All other items
mentioned below can easily been found in the monthly
Digest of Statistics. The item names are identical
with those used in the publication and they are self-
explanatory.For detailed definitions, reference to
the publication will be helpful.
9. Number of local companies existing at year end.
10. Number of local companies registered during the year.
11. Number of local companies dissolved during the year.
12. Number of foreign companies existing at year end.
13. Number of foreign conloanies registered during the year.
14. Number of foreign cornpanies dissolved during the yeax.
15. Number of establishments in manufacturing inclustri es.
16. Number of employees in manufacturing industries.
17. Average industrial daily wages in Hong Kong dollar.
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18. Nominal average industrial daily wage index.
19. Real average industrial daily wage index. This item
and items 10 and 11 are those including fringe benefits.




24. Exports to the United States.
25. Exports to the United Kingdom.
26. Exports to Germany.
27. Exports to japan.
23. Exchange rate in Hong Kong dollars to one U. S. dollar.
29. Exchange rate in riong Kong dollars to one Pound sterling.
30. Exchange rate in Hong Kong dollars to one Deutsche mark.
31. Exchange rate in Hong Kong dollars to one yen.
32. Exchange rate i n Hone Kong dollars to one renminbi.
33. Currency in circulation.
34. Demand deposits.
35. ropey supply (Definition 1).
36. Money supply (Definition 2).
37. Total deposits.
38. Total loans and advances.
39. Total loans and advances to sto ckbrolk ers.
40. Seven days' call interest rate.
41. Interbank lending rate-highest.
42. Interbank lending race-lowest.
43. Incoming Japanese tourists.
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44. Incoming American tourists.
45. Total incoming tourists.
46. Residential usable floor area in new building projects
with consent to commence work.
47. Non-residential usable floor area in new building Dro-
jects'with consent to commence work.
48. Residential usable floor area of completed new buildin
49. Non-residential usable floor area of completed new
buildings.




54. Passenger journeys by Kowloon Motor Bus.
55. Passenger journeys by China Mo for Bus.
56. Passenger journeys by Hong Kong and Yaumati Ferry
Period Covered
In the above list, there are two types of data. Some
of t iem are monthly data whereas a number of others are not
monthly data. While it is too big a sacrifice to group the
monthly data into annual data, it is a waste to turn the annual
data into monthly data by leaving blank eleven out of twelve
monthly data locations. Furthermore the annual data require
much more than a six-year period coverage, whereas six years
may be a nedles,sly long period for monthly data. in view
of these problems, a compromise seems necessary.
A feasible compromise is to record all the lis ted
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items in annual figures for a certain period and to keep some
monthly items, if available and desirable, for a different
period. For the annual data, a maximum period covered of Fifteen
years Is recommended to match the other two data bases. A
period of five years is recommended for the maximum period for
the monthly data. The data items that are to be kept monthly
include all those items after item 12 exclusive in the above
list,
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5.0 PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION
It is mentioned in Section 1.2 that this thesis serves
as an initial step in the actual setting up of the proposed
data bases. Because of the time limitation, the design of
the data organization in the computer files is excluded so
are the subsequent processes in making the data bases operational.
To make the study complete, a brief description of the sub
sequent procedure is given in this chapter.
5.1 Setting up the Data Bases
Assuming that the succeeding jobs will be done by some-
one other than the author, the following steps are required
for the actual set up of the data bases:
1. Review this research paper.
2. Li.scuss the work statement with the supervisor.
3. Make any changes as a result of the discussion.
4. Design the data organization.
5. Design and print the data preparation sheets. It is
assumed that the sheets are so prepared that the data
can be punched onto the punch cards without further
coding.
6. Collect the required data.
7. Punch the input cards.
8. Design and test the input and output control cards.
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9. Enter the data into the computer storage medium.
10. Design the file updating and data retrieving procedures.
1 1. Design an editing program and edit the input data.
12. Prepare the manual for future reference.
The above steps are self-explanatory and no additional
remarks ,are needed. The only remark is that the Compustat
Manual and the Chicagotap Document are extremely useful in
the design of the data organization, input and output control
cards they are worthy of careful study.
5.2 Estimation of Resources Requirements
By merely looking at the above list of the steps in
setting up the data bases, it is possible to determine the
types of resources necessary. The most obvious one of all
is the human resources required to do all the mentioned jobs.
Stationery is needed to record all the data to be entered into
the data bases. To enter the data into the data bases requires
punch cards. Computer storage medium is a necessity in order
to store the data. Lastly, computer time is a must.
While the types of resources required are obvious from
the list, the amount of each type of resources required is
not so obvious. The rest of this section is devoted to the
estimation of each type of resources required for implementation,
except the human resources, which is discussed in the next
section.
Computer storage medium
There is a vast range of possible computer storage
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medium. To name just a few, there are punched cards, magnetic
tapes, magnetic discs, magnetic drums, magnetic ink paper, mag-
netic strips and paper tapes. The most commonly used are the
punched cards, magnetic tapes and magnetic discs. Punched
cards are usually not used to store data when magnetic devices
are available. The main reasons are the low speed of data
transmission with punched cards, the high cost as a result of
low storage density, and the difficulties in handling because
punched cards are bulky. Magnetic disc is a better storage
medium compared with magnetic tapes in that the data stored
can be assessed randomly, but it is more expensive than magnetic
tapes (12, p. 234). For this reaEon, magnetic tape is consi-
dered to be the most appropriate storage medium for the pro-
posed data bases.
In order to calculate the length of magnetic tape
required for the proposed data bases, it is first necessary
to define the data formats and lengths. The formats for. the
data items are defined without the actual design of data org-
anization and they are listed in Appendices F19 F2 and F3.
The number of bytes1 required for each data item is
also included in the Appendix. It is seen from Appendix F1
that, for each company, sixty-six bytes are required for
company master data and two hundred bytes are required for
every year's recurring company financial data. This means
Byte is a storage unit in computer terminology. A
byte can encode one character, and data are composed of bytes.
Data are grouped into records, which are in turn grouped into
blocks on magnetic tapes.
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that for each company, the amount of storage required for compa
financial data totals 3,066 bytes. Assuming that each block
in the magnetic tape contains only the data for one company,
there will be ninety blocks in the Hong Kong company Data Base
containing 3,066 bytes each,
For the Stock Price Data Base, the master data requires
sixty-two bytes per company, the yearly recurring data take up
sixty-four bytes per company per year and the weekly recurring
data occupy twnety bytes per week. On aggregating, the stock
price data of one company for fifteen years require 16,622 bytes
Assuming that the data are grouped into five blocks per
company since there are ninety comp'emies and eleven indices,
there will be 505 blocks of data occupying a total of 1,678,822
bytes.
For the Economic Data Base, it is seen from Appendix F3
that the monthly data require 148 bytes per month, or 1,776
bytes per year and the annual data require 196 bytes per year.
The total storage requirement for the Economic Data Base is
therefore 8,880 bytes for five years of monthly data and 2,940
bytes for fifteen years of annual data, or 11,820 bytes for
the entire data base. A possible arrangement of the data is
to group the data into five blocks.
The length of magnetic tape required depends heavily
on the specifications. For purpose of illustration, it is
assumed that the magnetic tape available has a density of 556
bytes per inch and an interblock gap of 0.75 inch in length.
based on the assumed density and interblock length, the length
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of magnetic tape needed to store the data of the three data
bases will be about 332 feet. the calculation is shown below
Length for
company data




Stock Price Data Base
economic data
in t erbi o ck gap
Economic uata Lase
Total length required
Most magnetic tape reels hold more than 1,000 feet
this needed length of magnetic tape is well within the length
of one reel of magnetic tape.
Punch cards
Also included in Appendix F1 are the proposed data
field lengths. eor company financial data, Appendix Fl shows
that the master data for each company take up fifty-nine
alphanumeric characters and annually recurring data take up
191 characters. Because different companies have different
histories, it is assumed than the average history of the
companies is six years. Based on this assumption, the company
data available for the ninety companies to be included take
up a total of 1082450 characters, which require 1, 356 punch
cards.
For the stock price data, Appendix E2 shows that the
master data require fifty-seven characters. The yearly
1One punch card can hold eighty characters.

















recurring data require thirty-six characters per year, so the
data for an average history of six years need 216 characters.
The weekly recurring data are found to take up twenty-four
characters per week, so 7,488 characters are needed to record
the price data of one company. This means that to store the
data for ninety companies and the indices requires 783,861
characters or about 9,800 cards.
It is proposed in Chapter 4.O that the economic data
are to be kept in two sets-- one set for data available monthly
and the other for annul data of all the items to be included--
over a different period of time for each set. because different
items have different periods of available data, it is assumed
here that the annual data are available for an average of
twelve years and the monthly data are available for five years.
Bed on these assumptions and the estimations made (Appendix
Fit F2, and F3), it is calculated that the monthly data require
about 570 punch. cards and the annual data require about forty
cards.
In summary of the punch card requirements calculated
above, to enter the data into the magnetic tape needs a total
of about 11,770 punch cards during the implementation stage.
Stationery
Stationery is mainly for printing the forms for data
collection purposes. There are three types of data to be
collected. Obe is that of company financial data, one stock
price data and one economic data. or company financial data
it is recommended that the various data for the same company
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arranged in a row and the same data item for. different companies
or different years for the same company arranged in a column.
Since there are altogether forty-seven data items for each
company, they can be recorded in a row on six pages across the
lenth. On one page, it is appropriate to have twelve rows of
space. Six pages are therefore needed for the data of twelve
co:lmpanies. Since there are altogether ninety companies, forty-
eight pages are necessary for the data of all companies for
a particular year. Because different companies have different
histories, it is assumed that the average history of the
companies is six years and this means that 288 pages are
needed to record all the necessary company data.
For stock price data the main data will be weekly closing
price, the highest price and the lowest price of the week, the
turnover and the dates of the week. These five items can be
arranged in a row. Based on the same assumption that the
average history is six years, there are on the average 312
data weeks for each company and they require 312 rows of space
or about six pages. The total requirement for stock price
data is, therefore, 576 pages.
There are two types of economic data for the Economic
Data Base- annual data and monthly data. Annual data for
for forty-nine items are kept for fifteen years. Even if all
the items have fiftenn-year history, the amount of data is
small compared with those cases in which weekly data are
involved. This amount of data can be recorded on ten pages
with the data for one year arranged in a row across the length
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of a page. Monthly data awr: :Ii.kept fey five years with thirty-
seven items. These monthly data will at most occupy four times
more space than those annual data. Consequently, a rough esti-
mation of stationery requirement for economic data is about
fifty pages. This brings a total of about one thousand pieces
of paper for data collection. About twenty-four stencils are
required: six for company data form, one for price data form,
ten annual economic data form, and seven for monthly data form.
It has been assumed that the data sheets are well
designed that the data can be punched onto the punch cards
without further coding. If this is found impossible or very
inefficient, then coding sheets::Aisll be required. Since one
coding sheet typically can take up data for twenty-four cards,
the coding sheet requirement is arrived at by dividing twenty-
four into the number of cards required, Z-which gives 491 pages
of coding sheet.
Computer time
This is an item difficult to estimate. The time for debugging
the programs for entering, retrieving and editing the data
depends a lot on the programer. The time to update or retrieve
the data bases depends on the data organization and speeds of
the various devices. No estimates are made for this reason.
J.3 Time Requirement
The time requirement for the various steps in setting
up the proposed data bases listed in Section 5.1 are estimated
below:
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1. Review this paper. It is estimated that about a week
will be appropriate.
2. Discuss the work statement with the supervisor. This
probably will vary, depending on schedules.
Make any changes as a result of the discussion. This3.
depends on the amount of changes to be made. Probably
Step 2 and this step will take about a week.
Design data organization. This depends on the knowledge4.
on the designer, but a week will likely be enough.
Design and print the data forms. It is estimated in5•
Section 5.2 that twenty-four forms will have to be
designed and about one thousand -pages have to be printed.
This will probably take no more than two days.
Collect the required data. In Section 5.2, it is6.
estimated that the data to be collected require one
thousand pages of twenty-four different forms. Assuming
that the data are collected at seven pages an hour, it
will take about five man-weeks, working six hours a
day, and five days a week, to finish the task.
Punch the input cards. Assuming a rate of 6,1+00 strokes7•
per hour in punching, or eighty cards per hour, it will
take about 11+7 hours to punch the total of 1 1 ,770
cards as estimated in Section 5.2. When working at
six hours a day and five days a week, it will require
five man-weeks. This will be doubled if the data are
to be verified.
Design and test the input and output control cards.8.
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This will take no more than a day to get this done.
9. Store the data on computer storage medium. If all the
data cards and control cards are ready and if computer
is available, it can be done in a few minutes.
10. Design and program the file updating and data retrieving
procedures. This will probably take about a week.
11. Design a editing program and edit the input data. This
depends on the decision as to the question of how the
input data are to be edited. A week may be necessary.
12. Prepare the manual for future reference. This step
is estimated to take a week.
The total estimated time for the setting up of the data
bases, excluding the time for the coding and data vertification,
is seventeen weeks of five working days each. If punching
can be done by someone else, it takes one to work twelve weeks.
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6. 0 RECOMMENDATION
The various requirements for the implementation of
the proposed data bases can be met easily, the only problem
is in meeting the man-power requirement. From Chapter 5.0
it can be seen that quite a large amount of work will be involved
in the implementation stage. Excluding the time for key-punching
and verifying, it will require twelve man-weeks. The large
amount of work involved in this task makes it not suitable to
use the implementation of the proposed data bases as a thesis
project. Another reason is that a large portion of the task,
except the design work, is quite mechanical in nature. For
the same reason, it is not suitable to render the task a
summer job for students at the Lingnan Institute.
To make the implementation task a class project for
students is also not appropriate. The reason is that it is
inefficient and impossible to have the data collected, for
example, at the Hong Kong Stock Exchange office by a whole
class. The possibility of having a research assistant at
the Lingnan Institute spending twelve weeks just on this pro-
ject is doubtful.
Under these circumstances, the only feasible way is
to break down the task and have the task done by several
persons. For example, the design of the data bases may be
done by one person, the data collecting task by several, the
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key-punching and verifying by several others and testing by
one or two more. In this way the regular office staff members
may help in the implementation task, when they have free time.
Requesting the staff members to do the various tasks at their
free time will definitely delay the operation of the data bases
by a year or more. However, the delay is not too significant
considering the demand for the data bases. Nevertheless, this
is the only feasible way in view of the amount of work involved
in the task and the existing facilities. Since the completion
time will then be uncertain, it is recommended to start the
data collection from the most recent data and then work back-
wards, while keeping on updating the data.
The various proposals made previously are forwarded
under the assumption that the data bases may be used commercially,
however, this is not the most important purposes for setting
up the data bases the main reason is rather for student use.
Furthermore, it is much more easier to promote the commercial
use of the data bases after their value is proven. Just for
student use it is not inappropriate to reduce the company
coverage, so as to reduce the workload allowing earlier ope-
ration of the data bases. it is, therefore, recom:Lend to
reduce the company coverage from ninety to twenty.
When the number of the companies is reduced to twenty,
by proportion the company data can be reduced by approximately
seventy-eight per cent, so can the stock price data. This
enables a reduction of seventy-four per cent of the total time
required for data collection and key-punching. This reduction
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in time is equivalent to a reduction of approximately three and
a half man-weeks for data collection and another three and a
half, man-weeks for key punching.
Activity of the stocks on the market is taken as the
criterion in recommending the twenty companies from the list
of the ninety companies. Among the several indicators of market
activity -- such as the turnover in number of shares, the value
of the turnover, the percentage of shares traded and the number
of board lots traded-- the value of turnover is regarded as
a more appropriate indicator. Based on this criterion, those
stocks having a turnover value in 1973 of over one hundred
million Hong Kong dollars are recom:m1qended. The list of com-
panies satisfying this criterion is given in Appendix G.
In conclusion, it is recommended that the data bases
be set up for twenty companies and the uses be limited to
student research. It is further recommended to start the data
collection from the most recent data and then work backwards.




LIST OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL DATA ITEMS










Preferred Stock at Liquidating Value10.
11. Common Equity
Sales- Net12.




Extraordinary Items- Not Net of Tax17.
Net Income18.
Preferred Dividends19.
Available for Common After Adjustments20.














Investments In and Advances to Subsidiaries31.
Investments In and Advances to Others32.
Intangibles33.
Debt in Current Liabilities34.
Deferred Taxes and Investment Credit35.
Common Shares Purchases/ Sold (Net)36.
Invested Capital- Total37.
Minority Interest38.
Convertible Debt and Pfd. Stock39.
Common Shares Reserved for Conversion40.
Cost of Goods Sold41.
Labor and Related Expense42.
Pension and Retirement Expense43.
Incentive Compensation Expense44.
Selling and Advertising45.
Research and Development Expense46.
Rental Expense47.




Tax Loss Carry Forward52.
Unconsolidated Subsidiaries- Excess Equity
53.
Unconsolidated Subsidiaries- Unremitted Earnings
54.
Unconsolidated Subsidiaries- Remitted Earnings
55.
Preferred Stock at Redemption Value
56.
57. Earnings Per Share- Excluding Extraordinary Items -







LIST OF NON-FINANCIAL DATA ITEMS
INCLUDED IN THE COMPUSTAT TAPE
Industry Number1.
Company Number2.
Issue Number and Check Digit3•
File Identification Code4•
Special Treatment Footnote Code5.
Fiscal Year End Month6.
Stock Ticker Symbol7.






LIST OF ANNUAL DATA ITEMS
IN THE ANALYTICAL DATA BASE
OF THE ARNOLD BERNHARD & CO., LTD.
1. Sales per share
2. Cash Flow per share
3. Earnings per share
k. Primary Earnings per share
5. Diluted Earnings per share
6. Dividends Declared per share
7. Book Value per share
8. Intangibles Deducted per share
9. Common Shares Outstanding
10. Average Annual P/E Ratio
11. Average Annual P/Primary Egs.
12. Average Annual P/Diluted Egs.
13. Average Annual Div'd Yield
14. Sales
15. Net Income
16. Income Tax Rate
17. Net Income Margin
18.% All Div'ds to Net Income
19. Funded Debt
20. Net Worth
21.% Earned Total Capital
22.% Earned Net Worth
23. Operating Margin
24. Depreciation Rate
25. Capital Spending per Share
26. Working Capital
27. Other Figures for Various Industries:












Percent non-rail pretax income
Drilling, exploration expense per sharePetroleum--











Return on common equity
Base capital per shareMaritime
Subsidy per share
Free earnings per share
Price/free earnings ratio
Return on base capital
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APPENDIX B2
LIST OF DATA ITEMS INCLUDED
IN THE FUNDAC-1
OF THE ARNOLD BERNHARD & CO., LTD.
Sales of Revenues1.
Cost of Goods Sold2.
Gross Income3.





Est'd Interest Paid on Long-Term Debt9.
Interest Charged to Construction10.











Preferred Dividends Paid and Accumulated22.
Net for the Common23.
Beginning Working Capital24.
Cash Flow25.












































68. Earnings per share (year-end)
69. Earnings per share (primary)
Earnings per share (diluted)70.
Book Value per share (A. B, and C) 171.
Sales or Revenues per share72.
Cash Flow per share73.
Depreciation, etc. per share74.
Capital Spending per share75.
Dividends Declared per share76.
Working Capital per share77.
Gross Margin78.
Operating Margin before Depreciation79.
Utility Open Margin after Depr. Taxes80.
Pretax Margin81.
Net Income Margin82.
Net for Cordon Margin83.
income Tax Rate84.
% Current Taxes to Pretax Income85.
Expense Ratio before Depreciation86.
To Utility Exp Ratio after Deer Taxes87.
% Dividend Payout of Net Income88.
% Dividend Payout of Cash Flow89.
% Dividends Capital Spending to Cash Flow Deferred Taxes9o.
% Cash to Current Assets91.
1 The letters A, B and C denote the alternatives in calcu-
lation, and so are the letters D and E. The alternatives are:
A-- As reported
B-- Less intangible as ets
C-- Less intangible assets and deferred charge assets
D-- Plus deferred tax liabilities
E-- Plus deferred tax liabilities, notes payable, and
the current portion of long-term debt
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% Cash to Current Liabilities92.
% Cash to Working Capital93.
Inventories to Sales94.
Accounts Payable to Sales95.
% Current Assets to Current Liabilities96.
% Cash to Sales97.
% Working Capital to Sales98.
% Current Assets Less Inventories to Sales99.
% Sales to Gross Plant100.
% Sales to Net Plant101.
% Sales to Total Assets102.
To Sales to Total Capital (A, B, C, D, and E)103.
To Debt to Equity (A, B,and C)104.
Conv Sr Capital to Total Sr Capital105.
Total Capital (A, B, C, D, and E)106.
Net Worth (A, B, and C)107.
Preferred Equity108.
Common Equity (A, B, and C)109.
% Intangible Assets to Net Worth (A)110.
% Intangible Assets Plus Deferred Charges to Net Worth
111.
% Pretax Earned Total Capital (A, B, and C)
112.
% Earned Total Capital (A, B, and C)113.
% Net Income to Total Capital (A)114.
Net for Common to Total Capital (A)115.
% Earned Net worth (A, B, and C)116.
% Earned Common Equity (A, B, and C)117.









Date Fiscal Year Ended127
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Accounting Code128.
Equity in,Earn' gs of unconcol Subs (Pretax)129.





Net Before Disc. Oper, Specials Extras135.
Net Before Special Extras136.
137. Net Before Extras
Net After Extras1380
EPS (Primary) Before Disc. Opers., Specials + Extras139.
EPS (Primary) Before Specials Extras140.
EPS (Diluted) Before Specials Extras141.
EPS (Primary) Before Extras142.
EPS (Diluted) Before Taxes143.
EPS (Primary) After Extras144.
Pension Liability145.
Debt Due Next 5 Yrs.146.
Capitalized Leases147.
% Residential utility sales148,
% Industrial Utility sales149,
% Commercial Utility sales150,
% Other Utility sales151
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF DATA ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE CHICAGOTAP
OF THE PENNSYLVANIA COMPUTER CENTER
Alphanumeric Identification Number.1.
Probables S & P (Compustat) Identification Number.2.
eirst month of available price data.3.
Last month of available price data.4.
Number of months with dividends.5.
Number of months with missing data.6.
Number of industry Code Items.7.
Month numbers of Industry Code changes, if any.8.
Industry Code at months with Industry Code changes.9.
Industry Code at first month of available price data.10.
Name of security at first month of available price data.11.
Name of security at last month of available price data.12.
Month-end price of security.13.
Price plus round-lot commission, assuming 100-share lot.14.




NUMBER OF LISTED COMPANIES ON






















Source: The figures are obtained by
counting the number of companies
in the December issues of Monthly
Trading Report and Monthly Gazette




LIST OF THE COMPANIES FOR INCLUSION IN
THE COMPANY DATA BASE
Allied Investors Corporation (HK) Limited1.
Amoy Canning Corporation (HK) Limited2.
Asia Insurance Company Limited3.
Associated Hotels Limited4.
Atlas Electronics Corporation Limited5.
Cathay Securities Limited6.
China Engineers (Holdings) Limited7.
China Light Power Company Limited8.
China Motor Bus Company Limited9.
China Provident Company Limited10.
Chuang's (Holdings) Limited11.
City Hotels Limited12.
Consolidated Properties Stores Limited13.
Cosmopolitan Properties Securities Limited14.
Crocodile Garments Limited15.
Easey Garment Factory Limited16.
Eastern Asia Navigation Company Limited17.
Gammon (HK) Limited18.
general Bottling Company Limited19.
*oodyear Estates Limited20.
Green Island Cement Company Limited21.
Hang Seng Bank Limited22
Harbour Centre Development Limited23
1Hilwin Entreprises Limited24
Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Company Limited25
Hong Kong Building Loan Agency Limited26
Hong Kong Electric Comapny Limited27
Hong Kong Kowloon Wharf & Godown Company Limited28
Hong Kong Land Company Limited29
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Hong Kong Realty Trust Company Limited30.
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation31.
Hong Kong & Shanghai Hotels Limited32.
Hong Kong Telephone Limited33.
Hong Kong Whampoa Dock Company Limited34.
Hong Kong Worsted Mills Limited35.
Hong Kong & Yaumati Ferry Company Limited36.
Hutchison-Boag Limited37.




International Maritime Carriers (Holdings) Limites42.
International Pacific Securities Company Limited43.
Island Dyeing Printing & Company Limited44.
Jardine Industries Limited45.
Jardine Matheson & Company Limited46.
Jardine Securities Limited47.
Kowloon Motor Bus Company (1933) Limited48.
Lane Crawford, Limited49.
Lap Heng Company Limited50.
Li & Fung Limited51.
Liu Chong Hing Investment Limited
Local Property Printing Company Limited53.
Metro-Dodwell Motors Limited54.
Miramar Hotel & Investment Company Limited55.
Mohan's Property & Investment Limited56.
Nan Fung Textiles Consolidated Limited57.
Nanyang Cotton mill Limited58.
New Century Shipping Investment Company Limited59.
New World Development Company Limited60.
Orient Overseas Container (Holdings) Limited61.
Paul Y.Construction Company Limited62.
Pioneer Industries (Holdings) Limited63.
realty Development Corporation Limited64.
San Imperial Corporation Limited65.
San Miguel Brewery Limited66.
52.
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Shaw Brothers (HK) Limited67.
Shipping & General Investment Limited68.
Shui Hing Company Limited69.
Sincere Company Limited70.
Smart Shirts Limited71.
South China morning Post Limited72.
bouth sea Textile Manufacturing Company Limited73.




Tai Cheung Properties Limited
Textile Alliance Limited79.
Textile Corporation of Hong Kong Limited80.
Wah Kwong Shipping & Investment Company (HK) Limited81.
A.S. Watson & Company Limited82.
Wheelock Marden & Company Lireited83.
Wheelock Maritime International Limited84.
The Wing On Company Limited85.
Winsor Industrial Corporation Limited86.
Wynncor Limited87.
Yangtzekiang garment Manufacturing Company LiLlited88.
Zung Fu Company Limited89.




PROPOSED DATA FORMATS FOR COMPANY FINANCIAL DATA
FieldDataData
UnitsItem Name LengthFormat bytes
50 5050A1Company Name
313 4Company Number
212 4Fiscal Year End Month
212 4Years of Data
Data Year of First Year of
212 4Available Data
66 59Total of Master Data
212 4Data Year
6F6.2 4$MnCash and Securities
6F6.2 4$MnStock and Work-in-Process







6F6.2 4$MnDue Bankers (secured)
6F6.2 4MnDue Bankers (unsecured)
6F6.2 4$MnOther Current Liabilities
6F6.2 4$MnTotal Current Liabilities
6F6.2 4$MnLong jerm Liabilities
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Company Data k Continued)
FieldUataData







F5.2 54$MnProfit After Tax
4$Mn F5.2 54Depreciation
F4.2 44Earnings per share
F4.2 44Dividends per share
616 4000, sharesShares Issued
616 4000 shares'B' Shares Issued
616 4s haresPreference Shares issued
F5.2 54Highest Price
F5.2 4$Lowest Price
616 4000'sharesNumber of Shares Traded





5F2 4Book value per share
4F4.2 4$Cash Flow per share
13 4 3Highest P/E Ratio
IfE4. 2 4Current Ratio
F3. 2 34Quick Ratio
F4.2per cent 44iarnings to Equity Ratio
F3. 1per cent 3Payout Ratio 4
16 4411Note on Special Treatment











AlName of the Stock 50 50
13Code Number of the stock 4 3
111Note of Change in name 4
Number of First Week
413of Available Data 3
62Total for ilaster Data 57
22Data Year 4
16 16Dividend $ 4F4.2
16 8Ex-dividend week Number 4I2
16Capital Structure Changes 44I1
16 8412Week Number of Capital than g
68dotal of xearly Recurring 38
F5.2Closing Price $ 4 5
F2Highest weekly Price 4 5
F5.2Lowest We:kly Price 4 5
000'shares F5.1 5Weekly Turnover 4
1I1Number of Trading Days 4
A4 4 4Date of Friday
24 25Total of Weekly Recurring
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APPENDIX F3
PROPOSED DATA FORMATS FOR ECONOMIC DATA
FieldDataData
Unitsitem Name LengthFormat Bytes
15HK$Mn 54Gross Domestic Product
Per Capita Gross Domestic
5HK 4Product







HK$MnExport of goods and
15 5services
Import of Gods and
HK$Mn 15 54Services
115 5Number of Local Cos.
Number of Local Cos.
14 44Registered
Number of Local Cos.
14 44Dissolved
14 44Number of Foreign uos.
Number of Foreign Cos.
13 4 3Registered




17 74Number of Employees









413 3v ominal Daily Wage Index
Total of Data Available
8372Annually




6F6.2 4$MnExports to U. S.
6F6.2 4$MnExports to U. K.
6F6.2 4$MnExports to Germany
6F6.2 4$MnExports to Japan
4F4.3 4Exchange Kate of US$
F4.2 4Exchange Rate of Sterling
3F3.2 4Exchange Rate of Mark
5F5.4 4JExchange Rate of Yen
5F5.4 4Exchange Rate of Renminki
114 4$MnCurrency in Circulation
5415$mnDemand Leposits
515 4$MnMoney bupply (D1}
515 4$MnMoney Supply (D2)
$Mn 515 4Total Deposits
5I5 4$MnTotal Loans and advances
415 4.%MnLoans to .Jtockbrokers
F4.2 4%p.a7 Days' Call Interest Rate
5F5.3 4%p. a.Highest Interbank Rate
5F5.3 4%p a.1,owest Interbank Rate
313 4000incoming Japanese Tourists





FieldDataData.Unit sItem Name Length6 rmat Bytes
1400 44Total Incoming Tourists
15 5.q, ft.000's 4Residential Area Authorized
Non-residential Area
000: Sq.ft. 15 54Authorized
15 54000'sq.ft.New Residential Area
515000' sq. ft. 4New Non-residential Area
313 4000,Telephone Exchange Lines
6A.2 4Mn kW-hrElectricity Consumption
44Mn Therms F4.2Gas Consumption
000' M Tons F4.1 4Cement Production
44Mn Trips F4.1Kowloon Bus Passengers
44ivin Trip i k.1China Motor Bus Passengers
44Mn Tripe F4.1Yaumati Ferry Passengers
175148Total of Monthly Data




LIST OF COMM'MPnNIES RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION
IN DATA BASES FOR STUDENT USES
China Light Power Company Limited1.
2. Eastern Asia Navigation Company Limited
Gammon (HK) Limited3.
riarbour Centre Development Limited4.
nong Kong Electric Company Limited5.
Hong Kong Kowloon Wharf Godown Company Limited6.
nong Kong Land Company Limited7.
8.Hong Kong Shanghai Banking corporation
tong Kong Telephone Company Limited9.
Hong Kong Whampoa Dock Company Limited10.
nutchison-rioag Limited11.
Hutchison International Limited12.
Jardine iiatheson Company Limited13.
Jardine securities Limited14.
she Kowloon Motor bus Company Limited1
mew World Development Company Limited16.
17. Swire Industries Limited
Swire Pacific Limited18.
Wheelock Marden Company Limited19.
Wheelock Maaritime international Limited20.
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1投
資
分
析
所
用
資
料
基
礎
之
形
成
研
究
在
最
近
幾
年
，
每
年
都
有
嶺
南
工
商
管
理
研
究
所
的
學
生
以
香
港
股
票
市
場
為
畢
業
論
文
的
主
題
。
關
於
股
票
市
場
的
資
料
，
來
源
甚
多
，
數
量
亦
不
少
，
但
要
找
有
用
的
資
料
却
相
當
困
難
，
這
些
學
生
往
往
要
花
費
很
多
時
間
到
不
同
的
地
方
去
找
資
料
。
有
見
於
此
，
嶺
南
研
究
所
的
客
座
講
師
M
R
.JERO
M
E
J.
D
A
Y.
JR
計
劃
設
定
一
個
用
於
投
資
分
析
的
資
料
基
礎
(
D
A
TA
B
ASE
)
以
便
學
生
甚
或
外
界
人
士
隨
時
可
以
由
電
腦
提
取
所
需
有
關
股
市
的
各
種
資
料
。
本
文
目
的
即
在
研
究
這
一
建
議
的
可
能
性
，
及
設
立
資
料
基
礎
所
2需
的
各
種
步
驟
。
此
外
，
本
文
並
提
供
若
干
股
市
資
料
來
源
，
以
便
讀
者
在
資
料
基
礎
未
設
立
之
前
能
夠
獲
得
所
需
之
資
料
。
直
至
目
前
為
止
，
香
港
還
沒
有
儲
藏
於
電
腦
碰
帶
的
股
市
資
料
基
礎
。
但
在
美
國
，
它
卻
相
當
普
遍
，
不
但
商
業
性
的
機
構
有
類
此
的
設
備
，
就
是
學
術
性
的
機
構
，
亦
有
若
干
具
有
這
種
設
備
。
投
資
管
理
科
學
公
司
(
IN
VESTO
RS
M
A
N
AG
EM
ENT
SCIENCES
INC
.
)
的
康
宗
斯
特
(
CO
M
PUSTAT
)
是
其
中
較
出
名
的
一
個
資
料
基
礎
，
其
內
容
包
括
約
四
千
間
在
紐
約
證
券
市
場
(
N
EW
YO
RK
STO
CK
EXCHANG
E
)
、
美
國
證
券
市
場
(
A
M
ER
ICAN
STO
CK
EXCHANG
E
)
、
美
國
其
他
地
區
性
的
證
券
市
場
、
以
及
加
拿
大
證
券
市
場
上
市
公
司
的
損
益
賬
(
INCO
M
E
2STATEM
ENT
)
及
資
產
負
債
表
(
B
A
LA
NCE
SHEET
)
中
的
各
個
項
目
，
阿
諾
般
赫
公
司
(
A
R
NO
LD
B
ER
N
H
A
R
D
&
CO
.,
LTD
)
亦
有
類
此
的
資
料
基
礎
，
它
除
了
包
括
一
千
三
百
間
主
要
上
市
公
司
的
損
益
賬
及
資
料
負
債
表
項
目
外
，
還
包
括
各
種
重
要
財
務
資
料
、
詳
細
市
場
資
料
及
預
測
，
美
國
費
城
大
學
的
電
腦
中
心
(
UNIVERSITY
O
F
PEN
NSYLVANIA
CO
M
PUTER
CENTER
)
有
一
稱
謂
芝
加
哥
帶
(
CHICAG
O
TAP
)
的
資
料
基
礎
，
其
內
容
包
括
紐
約
證
券
市
場
各
類
證
券
的
每
月
收
市
價
。
雖
然
上
述
各
種
資
料
基
礎
不
能
直
接
運
用
於
香
港
，
但
它
們
可
以
作
為
寶
貴
的
參
考
，
而
本
文
所
提
議
用
於
香
港
證
券
市
場
的
資
料
基
礎
，
將
以
上
述
基
礎
為
藍
圖
。
4在
設
計
供
香
港
使
用
的
資
料
基
礎
之
前
，
首
先
看
看
在
香
港
的
投
資
者
有
些
什
麼
資
料
。
香
港
的
資
料
來
源
大
致
可
分
為
五
類
。
第
一
類
是
來
自
證
券
交
易
所
的
年
報
、
月
報
、
每
周
以
及
每
日
股
票
行
情
表
。
年
報
主
要
是
記
載
各
上
市
公
司
的
財
務
狀
況
，
月
報
主
要
是
記
載
各
公
司
對
上
一
季
或
半
年
的
績
業
、
股
息
、
紅
利
等
細
節
，
各
公
司
股
票
成
交
情
形
及
各
公
司
在
最
近
一
個
月
的
消
息
。
顧
名
思
義
，
每
日
或
每
週
行
情
表
主
要
是
記
載
各
類
股
票
當
日
或
該
星
期
成
交
的
情
形
。
這
些
由
交
易
所
供
給
的
資
料
都
未
經
過
分
析
，
而
成
交
方
面
的
資
料
是
最
可
靠
、
最
詳
細
的
了
。
第
二
類
是
來
自
各
公
司
本
身
。
每
一
間
公
司
的
年
報
是
分
析
5公
司
績
業
的
最
終
資
料
來
源
，
此
外
經
報
紙
發
表
的
各
種
消
息
對
投
資
者
亦
相
當
重
要
，
其
他
存
放
在
政
府
公
司
註
冊
處
的
資
料
也
有
一
定
的
用
處
。
第
三
類
是
政
府
印
行
的
各
種
刋
物
，
政
府
印
行
的
刋
物
非
常
多
，
但
對
投
資
者
有
用
的
並
不
多
，
最
重
要
的
是
每
月
統
計
摘
要
(
M
O
NTHLY
D
IG
EST
O
F
STATISTICS
)
，
國
內
生
產
毛
額
估
計
(
ESTIM
ATES
O
F
G
RO
SS
DO
M
ESTIC
PRO
DUCT
)
，
香
港
貿
易
統
計
(
HO
NG
KO
NG
TR
A
D
E
STATISTICS
)
等
，
其
中
以
首
二
者
最
為
重
要
。
第
四
類
及
投
資
性
刋
物
，
其
中
有
些
是
證
券
經
紀
出
版
的
，
而
經
紀
中
以
外
國
經
紀
出
版
的
佔
絕
大
部
份
，
亦
有
一
些
是
銀
行
刋
印
的
，
其
他
機
構
出
版
的
亦
相
當
多
。
第
五
類
是
一
般
性
刋
物
，
其
中
主
要
為
報
6紙
及
期
刋
。
由
上
述
各
種
來
源
所
能
得
到
的
資
料
，
依
其
內
容
可
分
為
三
大
類
。
其
一
為
關
於
整
個
經
濟
的
，
其
二
為
關
乎
個
別
工
業
的
，
其
三
為
有
關
公
司
本
身
及
其
股
份
的
。
由
於
這
些
資
料
的
性
質
有
所
不
同
，
本
文
所
提
議
的
資
料
基
礎
亦
將
分
為
三
部
份
，
一
為
經
濟
性
的
及
工
業
性
的
經
濟
資
料
基
礎
，
二
為
公
司
本
身
財
務
上
的
公
司
資
料
基
礎
，
三
為
公
司
股
票
的
股
價
資
料
基
礎
。
經
濟
資
料
基
礎
(
ECO
NO
M
IC
D
A
TA
B
ASE
)
將
包
括
兩
部
份
，
一
是
紀
錄
五
年
以
來
每
月
發
表
一
次
的
統
計
數
字
，
計
共
有
三
十
七
項
，
另
一
是
記
錄
十
五
年
來
，
每
年
僅
發
表
一
次
的
統
計
數
字
，
計
7共
有
十
二
項
，
另
加
上
那
些
每
月
發
表
一
次
的
統
計
數
字
的
每
年
總
和
。
每
月
發
表
的
數
字
可
由
每
月
統
計
摘
要
一
書
取
得
，
而
每
年
總
結
數
字
可
由
此
書
或
國
內
生
產
毛
額
估
計
一
書
取
得
。
公
司
資
料
基
礎
(
CO
M
PANY
D
A
TA
B
ASE
)
將
包
括
九
十
間
公
司
拾
五
年
以
來
的
資
料
。
由
於
預
料
將
來
祇
有
一
位
未
受
專
業
訓
練
的
人
來
處
理
這
個
資
料
基
礎
，
故
此
所
選
擇
的
資
料
來
源
非
常
重
要
。
由
於
各
公
司
的
財
務
報
告
方
式
並
不
統
一
，
故
選
用
各
公
司
本
身
年
報
，
將
會
有
很
多
困
難
。
由
於
證
券
交
易
所
的
年
報
亦
有
這
些
資
料
，
而
報
告
的
方
式
甚
為
統
一
，
故
選
用
交
易
所
年
報
為
公
司
資
料
來
源
自
可
節
省
不
少
人
力
，
且
較
為
容
易
取
得
。
在
本
港
8四
間
證
券
交
易
所
中
，
香
港
證
券
交
易
所
的
歷
史
最
悠
久
，
故
此
最
好
是
採
用
它
的
年
報
。
本
文
所
選
出
來
的
九
十
間
公
司
，
都
是
在
香
港
證
券
交
易
所
上
市
，
且
至
少
具
有
三
年
歷
史
的
香
港
公
司
。
所
包
托
的
資
料
有
十
九
項
屬
於
資
產
負
債
表
，
五
項
屬
於
損
益
賬
，
十
八
項
屬
於
其
他
財
務
，
五
項
屬
於
非
財
務
。
股
價
資
料
基
礎
(
SHARE
PR
ICE
D
A
TA
B
ASE
)
的
內
容
主
要
為
恒
生
指
數
、
遠
東
分
類
指
數
，
以
及
上
述
九
十
間
公
司
股
票
的
每
星
期
收
市
價
、
最
高
及
最
低
價
。
在
所
包
括
的
項
目
中
，
歷
史
最
久
者
有
十
五
年
，
這
些
資
料
可
由
香
港
證
券
交
易
所
印
行
的
每
週
行
情
表
中
取
得
。
9本
文
並
不
包
括
資
料
儲
藏
組
職
的
設
計
，
及
收
集
所
需
資
料
的
步
驟
。
欲
建
立
此
項
資
料
基
礎
，
以
後
的
工
作
大
致
可
分
為
下
述
各
點
：
一
、
複
習
本
文
；
二
、
與
M
R
.JERO
M
E
J.
D
A
Y
JR
.
商
討
各
步
驟
；
三
、
如
有
更
改
，
即
重
訂
計
劃
；
四
、
設
計
資
料
儲
藏
組
織
(
D
A
TA
O
RG
ANIZATIO
N
)
；
五
、
設
計
及
印
制
收
集
資
料
所
需
之
表
格
；
六
、
收
集
資
料
；
七
、
將
資
料
打
上
電
腦
打
孔
咭
(
PUNCHED
CARDS
)
；
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八
、
設
計
所
需
之
電
腦
程
序
(
CO
M
PUTER
PRO
G
RAM
)
；
九
、
將
資
料
輸
入
於
電
腦
磁
帶
上
；
十
、
安
排
處
理
及
套
取
資
料
基
礎
之
各
種
程
序
；
十
一
、
校
定
所
儲
藏
之
資
料
；
十
二
、
編
寫
參
考
手
冊
。
欲
求
建
立
本
文
所
述
之
三
個
資
料
基
礎
，
需
用
一
卷
電
腦
磁
帶
，
一
萬
二
千
張
左
右
打
孔
咭
，
以
及
一
千
張
左
右
資
料
收
集
表
格
。
如
全
部
工
作
由
一
個
人
做
，
則
約
需
二
十
二
個
星
期
；
若
有
專
人
將
資
料
打
上
打
孔
咭
，
則
只
需
十
二
個
星
期
。
由
於
此
項
計
劃
需
要
相
當
多
的
人
力
，
唯
一
可
行
的
辦
法
是
11
把
整
個
工
作
分
開
，
然
後
利
用
現
有
人
力
，
於
空
間
時
間
完
成
之
。
在
此
種
情
況
下
，
最
好
的
方
法
是
首
先
著
手
收
集
較
重
要
的
二
F
料
的
年
期
，
更
進
一
步
擴
展
公
司
的
數
目
。


